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A MAILMAN TRANSFERS TO KACHUDA

It had been a particularly hard day, I recall, and I was
really getting tired of trying to cross busy intersec-
tions with my mail in tow, breathing exhaust gasses
from the endless stream of cars, trucks and buses.
Then had come the phone call, back in our little
apartment in Chicago one day after I had returned
from work, carrying mail on those big city streets.

“Hello Jess!” said an unfamiliar voice. “It looks
like you have a job in Kachuda, if you still want it.” It
was Walt Meyers, and his voice sounded angelic to
me at that moment.

And so, here I was, heading north, with the
skyscrapers behind me, and nothing but rolling
green hills and rough sandstone bluffs before me.
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Marie was still in Chicago, putting in the notice on
her job, and packing up for our trip North. Kachuda
is a Mississippi river town, and is located in what
geologists call the Driftless region; a narrow band
that follows the river valley, that was never flattened
and scoured by the glaciers in the last ice age. The
whole area, including our new home outside of Wild
Rose, was dotted with innumerable coulees, named
by the early French explorers in the area to signify
the many three sided valleys. The coulees all have
names, our own coulee was called Norse Lake
coulee, we later learned.

I drove up to what would soon be my own and
Marie’s front door, and got out and stretched. Lars
Olsen, the farmer who still lived in our new house
and his wife, Bridgett, still lived in the house while
they were building a new house high on the hill
across the road. I would be a tenant living in this big
old house- I felt like their son!

Lars was a strong man with work roughened
hands, and Bridgette a tiny little woman with a ready
smile. They had lived here their whole married lives,
farming the land, and working in town both. They
welcomed me into the house, and even fed me
supper that day. I even got my own bedroom
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upstairs, which was about half the size of our whole
Chicago apartment! I straightened up my few things,
and then went down to spend time with my new
“family”.

The living room had huge goldfish on the wallpa-
per, and there was an old console wooden television
and an old upright piano against the wall. A couch, a
couple of chairs, nothing fancy. Lars and Bridgette
slept in a downstairs bedroom- the only bathroom
was downstairs, put into the old walk in pantry. We
all sat down, and on my first night in my new home,
I watched television with an old Norwegian farmer
couple, and chatted with Bridgette while Lars fell
asleep in his chair. This was to become our exciting
nightly routine.

I could literally FEEL the quiet outside, the total
lack of traffic, and the sense of peace that comes
from being in the country- the feeling of not being
rushed. I would start my new job at the Kachuda
post office the next day, which was a bit nerve wrack-
ing, but also quite exciting as well- what would it be
like? A new town, a new way of life, and my new
wife (Marie and I had married only the year before)-
life would be unpredictable from here on out!

I took to the rhythm of working life in the Drift-
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less region very well indeed. In the mornings, I came
down quite early into the Andersen’s kitchen before
Lars and Bridgette were up- both were now retired
from their town jobs. I’d make myself a bowl of
cereal, pack a lunch, and then set off in my old red
truck for the “big city” of Kachuda- maybe 40,000
souls. Quite a far cry from the Windy City and its
millions!

About a 20 minute drive, and very little traffic- a
far cry indeed! And then, into the antique, 150 year
old post office, with ornate stonework, high towers,
and an dumbwaiter to the basement where we sorted
our mail. Everything about Kachuda was like going
back in time to a gentler era, but the post office
seemed even further back! The beautiful old building
was getting a little run down, and even had bats up
in the towers, but it was a focus for the town, a
beautiful hood ornament on a historic river town
that still had paddleboats stopping down in the Park
of the River.

I thought about the past few months: Marie had
joined me in our new home- everyone thereabouts
called it “the Manor”, no one remembered why, but
that’s what everyone had called that old farmhouse
for years and years. I had taken to carrying mail in
Kachuda far better than I could have thought. Each
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day was a long walk through beautiful, tree lined
neighborhoods with quaint houses and very little
traffic. I even had a route that I was “holding down”
while the old regular carrier, Bert, was off on
extended sick leave! And I was getting to know the
“Patrons” on the route pretty well…
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2

MAN STUCK BEHIND BED

In my early days in Kachuda, I was often assigned to
a quaint route that I quite enjoyed, route 6- Old
Bert’s route. Bert was the oldest carrier in Kachuda,
although he didn’t look it. The daily walking through
those tree lined streets had preserved him, and he
seemed like one of those old trees or houses on the
route himself: an eternal presence that delivered
mail and parcels with a steady, metronome like tread
over the decades. Everyone on that route knew Bert,
relied on Bert, and trusted that always, in their
neighborhood, there would be Bert!

This was back in the days when the United States
Postal Service was a service first, and a business
second. The emphasis was on accuracy and complete
trust in the sanctity of the mail! Also, the well
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regarded postman of this more genteel time was
expected to be an ambassador; someone who exem-
plified our country, and our town, and a pillar of the
community. Bert was all of these personified!

Nowadays, unfortunately, the USPS is run like a
corrupt company, bent on maximizing money in the
form of salaries and bonuses for those who have
assumed control of it. Goals are created by these
same bureaucrats that have nothing to do with maxi-
mizing mail efficiency and service, but instead are set
to cut service and maximize short term profits. And
when these “goals” are met, those who set the goals,
the “managers” (of which there are many tens of
thousands, all totally unnecessary) give themselves
large bonuses for meeting these self- serving targets.
But that is today’s hideous reality; let’s go back to
Bert’s day, when the real goal was to give service,
not to just make money…

Bert not only was the mailman of route 6- he also
lived on route 6! In fact, he lived in the same house
he grew up in as a boy with his parents. Now,
however, Bert was in his 80’s, his wife had died years
ago, and he lived there alone. After his day was done,
he drove his little mail jeep back to the Kachuda post
office, and unloaded the empty trays that had held
the mail. A curious thing about Bert’s jeep- it didn’t
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have a tray, a large metal table next to the driver to
hold the mail as did every other jeep I had ever seen-
Bert had an inverted hamper, one of the antique
canvas and metal framed carts that we pushed our
mail out to the jeeps with, inside his jeep, upside
down, upon which he would put his trays of mail!

This was the “can do”, make-shift nature of the
early post office- don’t even bother to ask the big
bosses in “the cities”, meaning Minneapolis/St.Paul
to get you a tray. Back then, the bosses didn’t even
concern themselves with just how the mail got deliv-
ered- just make sure that it did! Local control and
autonomy was the rule of the day, and it worked very
well indeed. Just ask Bert- he had no tray, he “made
one” out of an old odd hamper, and he was in busi-
ness- for years, and years, and years! Nowadays, he
would be severely disciplined for “unsafe work prac-
tices”, but back then he was a good soldier.

On one pleasant day, I had been assigned to
Bert’s route. It would be a relief to carry a route that
I actually knew pretty well, and I set off on my daily
rounds. One thing I always enjoyed about this route
was the utter quiet, occasionally a car would slowly
glide down the brick streets, and children would
pass by on their bicycles, but mostly you would just
hear a distant door slam, and see the squirrels
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darting around in the overhead branches, and
numerous birds flitting about. Sometimes you would
see a mother duck and her little ducklings marching
down the suburban-like streets, since we were so
close to the three big rivers.

I was on Market Street finally, near the end of the
route, and I had made good time. It looked like I
would be done by 3PM, and heading home by 3:30-
plenty of time to work in the garden! Marie and I had
tilled up a large vegetable and flower garden, and
one of the joys of summertime was going out to hoe
and weed in the waning light of evening, while
chicken barbecued on the grill and our golden
retriever Molly frolicked around the yard with our
big black cat, Jack.

Since I was nearly done, when I got to Bert’s
house I decided to ring his doorbell. It was an old,
clapboard sided house, well kept up, with a large
covered porch with several big cushioned chairs to
look out upon the neighborhood. I rang the old fash-
ioned buzzer, but I didn’t hear any response- no foot-
falls coming, nothing. So, figuring Bert must be out
shopping or whatever, I continued on my way.

A few days later, I saw my supervisor Tim as I
went to clock in. After taking my large yellow card
and inserting it into the time clock, I punched down
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and saw my time printed on the card correctly. I put
the card back in the rack labeled with my name, next
to every other carriers names, and felt once again
that I had found my place in Kachuda! I was here to
provide a service, and to be a valuable and valued
member of a small community, and that feeling of
“belonging” as in a tribe or neighborhood was more
important to me than a fancy title or big paychecks
and bonuses.

Tim waved me over.
“Jess, do you know about motorcycle helmets for

dogs?”
At this time I often drove my small Honda motor-

cycle to work, and so Tim thought I would be the
one to ask.

“Never heard of anything like that” I said,
knowing that this was all about his “son” Fred
Nicholaus Travers, the little dog that occupied most
of his thoughts. I saw some nearby carriers rolling
their eyes.

“Well, I have a carrier I put on the back luggage
rack of my new bike, and I’m worried about if we
have an accident…” Tim had just bought a huge
motorcycle himself, one that made mine look like a
toy. It made no sense whatsoever to me- I rode for
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the great gas mileage- his bike would be worse than
many cars!

“And I need a visor to cover his eyes, too.” I
shook my head, conjuring up the image of a tiny
shaggy dog with a full face motorcycle helmet. “Oh,
you’re on Bert’s route today”.

He walked off towards the break room. Tim didn’t
really have much to do, and so spent a lot of time
eating donuts in the break room with the clerk super-
visor, who was equally unoccupied most of the time.

I wondered briefly where Bert must have gone off
to. I’d never heard of him having any local relatives,
and he had never married. But then, I’d only been in
Kachuda a few years, Bert had been here his whole
life, and his parents had been here before that. He
probably knew more people in town than he didn’t!
If anyone deserved a little time off it was him!

I concentrated on sorting the mail, trying to
memorize names as well as streets and addresses.
When you really got to know a route, you could sort
mail pretty much by FIRST names, and the actual
addresses could be skipped over, or used as a backup
memory device. I was far from that point on route 6,
and so I buckled down and “cased”, which is Mail-
man-ese for sorting the mail into the mail case.
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After lunch, I turned onto Market street, and
thought I’d check on Bert again when I reached his
house. He didn’t even have a car, just walking to and
from work each day for a couple of miles each way,
which was rather remarkable since he walked all day
long on his route… but, Bert was… Bert! I knew he
liked to fish off the spillway by the lake, and also to
ice fish in the winter- no ice shanty for old Bert, he
just cut a hole in the ice with his hand auger, and sat
down on a bucket on the ice! I don’t know that he
hunted, but if he didn’t, he would be about the only
mailman in Kachuda who didn’t. Deer hunting
season was the number one hardest time to get vaca-
tion time!

When I got to Bert’s, I again rang the old buzzer.
It rang and rang, but with no answer. I had noticed
that the mailbox had the mail I had put in it a few
days ago, along with a few more day’s worth, but it
was hard to tell, since Bert didn’t get much mail. I
was a little alarmed. Tim the supervisor was so
concerned about a helmet for his dog that he might
not have told anyone that Bert hadn’t shown up, but
then again he might be on vacation… I thought of
looking in the garage, but then remembered he
didn’t have a car.

I tried to look in some side windows, but they
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were all covered with heavy drapes. This too was
odd, it was a beautiful summer day, and all the
windows were closed up tight. I made up my mind.

I went two houses down, where I knew a fire-
fighter lived. His wife answered, and she said that
they hadn’t seen him for a while, and she’d call her
husband at the fire station. I thanked her, and said
I’d sure appreciate them checking up on him. I
would be late on the route that day, and I knew that
Tim, and probably the postmaster who no one ever
saw might want to see me, the newest carrier, and
that would not be good. They’d probably all have a
good laugh, telling me Bert was off on some fishing
journey with a buddy, and I should be working on
learning new routes, not crying wolf over every little
thing!

The next morning, after I clocked in, I felt eyes
boring a hole into my back. The postmaster, wearing
a dark suit and tie, his eyes unreadable beneath the
glint of light that reflected off of his eyeglasses, was
standing in the doorway to the front office. Tim,
looking ever so worried and nervous, was listening
to something he said. Then, he turned around,
looking for someone… and then he saw me!

He waved me towards them. The other carriers
around me scurried off to their routes, their daily
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joking around the time clock dissolving in the glare
of the postmaster’s gaze. I walked towards the front
office with foreboding.

Tim and the postmaster turned and walked in
front of me, towards the big office of the postmaster.
I had never been in it before, but it was in keeping
with the grand nature of the 100 plus year old
Kachuda post office. Photographs of all of the
previous postmasters lined the hallway, and the
earliest likenesses were paintings from that pre-
photography era. None of them were smiling.

When I got to the office, the postmaster was
sitting behind a huge mahogany desk, and postal
memorabilia lined the walls. He motioned me to a
seat, and told Tim to get back on the workroom
floor. He regarded me without expression.

“Your name is Jess?” he asked, but it sounded
more like a declaration than a question.

I said it was.
“Well, Jess, Bert was found by the firefighters you

alerted. He had fallen between his bed and the wall,
and had been trapped there for almost a week! He
was completely dehydrated, and in really bad shape,
but he’s OK now, and in St. Mary’s.” St. Mary’s was
the Kachuda hospital, and was very highly regarded
nationwide.
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The postmaster still had not smiled, or changed
expression, just looking at me gravely. But then, he
rose.

“Bert was my mailman when I was a boy,” he
said. He advanced, and put his hand on my shoulder.

“Thank you,” he said.
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3

OUR LITTLE FARMHOUSE ON COWBELL LANE

Marie and I had assumed solo occupation of the
Manor on Cowbell Lane, at the end of the gravel
road, with a giant maple tree in the side yard that
was easily the biggest tree in all of Genessee county!
No one knew for sure, but it was easily 100 years
old, or older. There had been a stand of huge elms in
front of the house when we first saw it, but they
were all dying. And now, it was our first task as new
homeowners to cut them down.

The task seemed overwhelming, since as recent
city dwellers we didn’t even own a chain saw, not
even a lawn mower yet! Money was quite tight in
those early years, but we knew we’d have to pay to
get those trees taken down- they were huge, more
than two times the height of our rather tall farm-
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house. But, on the upside, the Olsons’, who now
lived on the hill across the road from us had left us
with a wood burning stove in the cellar, along with
the ancient oil burner that still limped along…and if
we could heat the house next winter with the wood
like Lars and Bridgette had done, that would more
than pay to have the trees cut down. We only had to
get them down, and then somehow I would manage
to cut them up into small chunks that I could carry
down the cellar steps, and store on the dirt floor of
the cellar next to the furnace. I little knew how much
work that would be!

So we hired professional loggers for the job, and
they brought out a giant wrecker truck and logging
chains to pull the seven huge dead elms away from
the house as they cut them at their bases. And, with
the wrecker, the chains stretched tightly across the
road for perhaps 100 yards from tree to truck, they
cut each tree with a specially barred chain saw with a
48 inch bar! And even with that, they had to cut
from three separate angles to get all the way through
the trunk. As each tree fell, it fell down the hill our
house is perched on, and onto the yard below with a
“whump!” You could feel it vibrate the entire house,
each time.

This was the first time I got to witness what I
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came to realize was the incredible toughness of these
driftless areas dwellers- the loggers we had hired
were, like most of the folks in Geneses County, of
Norwegian descent. Even their accents were Norse,
with kind of an old world lilt, and they interspersed
Norse words in everyday conversation along with
their English ones. It took some time for us to figure
out what many of them meant!

These loggers were of that old Norwegian variety,
and worked non-stop that whole day- it was a father
and son team. The son was in his 60’s, and the
father in his eighties! They both scampered around
like teenagers, and one would cut, while the other
drove the wrecker truck to pull, and they would
switch places on each tree.

At last, when the seventh and last tree had fallen
with a huge “Whump!”, I approached the two men
to thank them. The son couldn’t even stop then, for
he was packing up the chains and saws, and you
could tell he wasn’t a talker. His dad must have been
the chatterbox of the family; for although he nodded
gravely at my thanks, he didn’t respond. Trying to
elicit a word or two, I mentioned that they must
both be exhausted, because they had worked so hard
that day.

The man reached down, and picked up his huge
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saw, and smiled back at me as he headed to join his
son in the truck.

“Not now no more, hey?”
I think that one sentence wore him out more

than anything else he had done that day.
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4

PLEASE MR. POSTMAN

There was an old couple that lived in one of those
quaint little stone and brick houses. Her name was
Rose, and she was quite short and shrill with me,
and also with her husband, who everybody called
“Snert”! I don’t know why, but that was even the
lettering on his license plate- SNERT. Each day, Snert
would leave mid-morning for a local tavern, where
he would sit for hours nursing a beer or two and
playing cards.

On this morning, though, when I arrived with the
mail, Rose opened the door-

“Wait a minute- Please Mr. Postman!” she cried
out, her eyes wide and frightened. And she held
open the door.

Snert was crumpled to the floor awkwardly, half
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on his back and half on his side, but he was awake
and staring. I set down my old leather mail bag and,
bending down, lifted him up and set him in his chair.
Rose just looked at me, and then at him, saying
nothing, her hand covering her mouth. I checked up
on Snert, and he seemed fine, just shaken up a bit,
and so I left to continue on my route.

To tell the truth, I pretty much forgot the incident
after that- actually, almost daily a postman in a small
community has a chance to do a service, help
someone lift something, give directions, and just
plain be the only person that elderly person will see
and talk to that day. So this was just one more of
those.

When I got back into the office though, some-
thing was different. My new boss, the only super-
visor besides the postmaster (who nobody ever saw
or wanted to, a crotchety old political appointee who
basically did nothing at all, which is really typical of
most postmasters, past and present, with very few
exceptions) -Tim, who we all called “Tiny Tim”
because he was NOT tiny… he was beaming at me!

Tim was, well, he was a real character! Normally
he had very little to say to me, but now he came over
as I said before, positively beaming.

“I’m proud of you Jess!” he said as he shook my
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hand. “Saving that dying man today, it reminds me of
when I saved that one lady years ago…”

And he proceeded to tell me a long, long story
about what he had done, not just on one occasion,
but on several more, where he saved men, women,
children and dogs- and that got him started on his
own dog, Fred, who he literally called his son, the
son he never had, although he did have 6 daughters.
He rarely mentioned them.

Finally, I cut in “But what did I do?” and Tim
looked at me surprisedly, a little miffed that I had
interrupted his latest Fred story.

“The guy whose life you saved- on 20th street
yesterday. His wife called, and wanted to thank you.
She said to thank the Mr. Postman that was taking
Bert’s place on his route.”

“It’s kind of like when Fred saved me. I had
started to tip over in my chair at home, when Fred
jumped on my lap just in time and…”

I tuned him out, smiling brightly. Saved his life?
Hardly, he just couldn’t get up from the floor. No big
deal at all.

But for the rest of my tenure on Bert’s route,
every single day I was greeted warmly by Rose, many
days with a plate of cookies, but always with a warm
smile.
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And for many long years after, I was always grati-
fied to see the license plate with SNERT written on it
in big letters, parked by the old tavern down the
road, mid-morning.
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A HOT SUMMER DAY

It was the dog days of summer, early in my career at
the Kachuda Post Office. I had just started this past
year, and got all of the worst assignments- a new
route every day, most of which I’d never done before,
and so lots of pressure. Oftentimes, I would go out
to help a long-time carrier with a part of his route,
since he was overburdened that day. It would always
be the worst part of that route!

On this particular day, I was downtown, in the
business district, going into old office buildings built
in the 1800’s, and delivering mail to each little office
inside. At that time, three of the buildings in down-
town Kachuda had manually operated elevators, with
a live elevator operator!

The most gregarious operator was an old fellow
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by the name of Ora. I would enter the Kachuda Bank
building, and there he would be, sitting on a small
wooden stool in his elevator, smoking a pipe. Since
this was the very first time I’d been on the down-
town route, he didn’t know me, but he saw my
uniform and smilingly waved me in.

“I’m Ora” he said, and stuck out his hand.
I shook it. “Jess”.
“I’ll take you to the top floor- 10th floor!” and he

raised his eyebrows impressively
“Wow.” I said, not mentioning that I used to

carry mail in downtown Chicago where buildings
were, well, a little taller.

Then, he pulled the door shut, yanked back on
his lever, and we were upward bound!

Ora talked the whole way up, sitting back down
on his little stool, and looking up at me standing
beside him, my arms and satchel loaded up with mail
and parcels. At the start of a heavy “relay” like that, I
felt like a draught horse of old, holding up a knight
all dressed in heavy armor. I braced myself.

And Ora talked! My, by the time that short
skyward flight ended, I knew he had been born on a
farm outside of Badger Valley, had never married,
lived in a small house on the North side of Kachuda,
loved to fish and hunt (almost everyone in Kachuda
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loved to fish and hunt, and still do), and always goes
to “Friday fish”, which is the universal Wisconsin
Friday fish fry at the Gunderland Supper Club, and
numerous other “Supper Clubs” in and around
Kachuda. A Supper Club is a regional Wisconsin
term for a restaurant. All of this in 10 floors!

At the 10th floor, he pulled back the door, and
shook hands with me again. I would do each floor
in succession, going down the stairs between
floors, and so I had no further need of his services
that day. I went into the first business on the 10th
floor, and left a substantial pile of letters and news-
papers and magazines (the “flats” in postal
parlance) with the secretary. She indicated a big
stack of outgoing letters, all stamped and ready to
go, which I would pick up and place in my old
leather satchel. That old satchel always creaked like
a saddle when I’d move along with a heavy load of
mail, and furthered my image of myself as a
draught horse.

Close to an hour later, I was back down on the
first floor, still with a full satchel of mail, but not
laboring with big stacks of flats on my arm as well.
What a relief each floor was to complete!

As I strode across the lobby, I glanced at the
elevator- there was Ora! He beckoned me over with a
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wave of his pipe, so I went back to his vertical
“office”.

“Bud usually gets done in about one half that
time” he said “but never mind- you’re new, young
man! We all learn to work much harder as we get
older.”

With that, he sat back down on his stool, and
picked up his newspaper. A plume of smoke went up
as I headed back towards the door, and I heard old
Ora give out a contented sigh. I went out into the
humid heat to load up my mail bag yet again, while
Ora stayed in the air conditioned building where he
had learned to work so hard.

When I got back into the post office that after-
noon, there was Tiny Tim the supervisor, standing by
the time clock with two of the older carriers.

Frank was one, a cantankerous old guy with a
dark mustache and a face that never smiled. The
other was a real character, Earl Parker, who talked
pretty much constantly as we sorted our mail in the
morning, in addition to singing songs in a loud
voice. He was like our commentator each morning,
with an opinion about everything!

“How do feel today, Earl?” asked Tiny Tim.
Earl, who was a very large man, looked at Tiny as

if he were a lunatic. He had just come inside, and
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was dripping perspiration from his bright red face.
Sweat soaked through his shirt as if he’d fallen in the
river!

“I’m fat and bald, and it’s 95 out! How do you
think I feel, bonehead?!”

Tiny stiffened, and tried to look scary. He wasn’t.
Earl could have tossed him across the office with one
hand; they were both fat, but Tiny Tim was soft as a
marshmallow. Earl was just big, with a huge frame of
muscle that was also covered with fat.

Frank had just stood throughout this inter-
change, silently, as always. I don’t recall ever hearing
him speak! He was carrying a large paper grocery
sack- in fact, he was always carrying a large paper
grocery sack! No one really knew what he carried in
it, but I always assumed it was his lunch. If so, he
always had a BIG lunch!

In fact, each morning as he came into work,
someone (or several someones) would always sing
out “What’s in the bag Frank??!”

Frank would never answer, or comment, or even
turn his head. He was reticent upon reticent!

And now, he looked at Tiny, he looked at Earl,
and then, clutching his grocery bag tightly to his
chest, he walked quickly away.

Earl turned away disgustedly from Tiny Tim, and
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walked dripping over to his case. The “case” is your
own personal office, and contains all the cubby holes
in which you sort your mail, a small stool you almost
never had time to sit down on, and a ledge to work
off of.

He started sorting mail, and while he did he sang
“Oh Tiny Tim has brains of lead,that’s why we call
him Tim Bonehead!” He was always good at
expressing himself through song- not much of a
voice, but he always made up with his impromptu
lyrics and with sheer loudness for his lack of musical
ability!

Tiny had sat back down at his desk, trying to look
important, and pretending to be very busy writing
something. He never really had anything to do.
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6

MISSING STREET SIGN

Early in my career as a Kachuda postman, I was sent
on a difficult assignment. I was sent to the far north
side of Kachuda, where not only had I never deliv-
ered mail before, but it was an area notorious for
seediness, the location of what little public
assistance there was in Kachuda, and missing and
unnumbered mailboxes. Also, it was a bitter January
day- I knew this would not be fun!

I loaded up my jeep with all of the helpers I would
carry that day- this is what a portion of a route a
substitute would carry was called. This “helper” on
route 31 was supposed to be 2 hours long, but it
appeared to be at least half of a route! This was so
typical: some mailmen were unscrupulous, and
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would load a “sub” down with as much mail as they
could get away with. I thought of it as just so much
of “paying your dues”, but in this weather I wish the
regular carrier, a fat man that liked to swear a lot in
the mornings called Bub, had been a little more
honest in his time assessment.

I took off for the north side, planning to get done
with Bub’s bad “helper” before tackling the others.
The tiny heater in the jeep gave off the equivalent
heat of a mouse breathing on my foot, and so I
couldn’t wait to get there and start walking- the only
heat I’d get today would be self generated!

Heading up John street north, I finally reached
Berlin street, and parked at the corner of John and
Berlin. I grabbed a huge pile of flats, and put them in
my stiff leather satchel; I also put in a few little pack-
ages that would come with that “relay” of mail,
meaning the blocks of houses and apartments that
would carry me up the street, and back down the
other side. And I was off!

Warmth was flooding through my half-frozen feet
as I walked, and I walked at a good pace! Nothing
warms you like walking, and even though I had on
wool glove liners under my thin cotton gloves, my
hands were still cold. You cannot wear thick, warm
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gloves when carrying mail- you need to be able to
“feel” the thin envelopes to be able to “finger”them,
and the thickness that would provide warmth also
precludes “fingering” the mail, and so is off the table
for mailmen, who are out in the cold all day! It’s a
true dilemna.

John street would have been 12th street, but
since it was a major artery in town it had a real
name. So, as I headed up Berlin street, I “fingered”
ahead on the mail, to see where I would be going
next. I assumed 13th street- and so it was- I saw the
street sign for it. Walking speedily to stay as warm as
possible, I headed towards the corner, and turned
north… the first number I encountered was 1702 -
but on the letter the address said 1704- what the
heck?

Looking closer, I saw a tiny 1702 Place was on
the letter, not street, but I hadn’t seen any Place! I
looked further ahead through the mail as I shivered
on the corner- sure enough, 1704 13th street was
there, but only after a whole block of some mythical
13th place.

I triaged the situation, and decided to just keep
going, holding the wad of mail, both flats and letters,
underneath the ones I carried on my arm in the case
of flats, and in my left hand for the letters. It was
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one really long “relay”, which is what mailmen call
the section of mail that they take from any given
point from the jeep, out and about on foot, and then
back again. My hands and face were freezing, but I
kept looking around for 13th place with no luck
whatsoever!

Finally making it back to the jeep, I jumped
inside, sliding the door shut again, and ran the
engine to get what little heat I could out of the tiny
heater. I drove to the next park point, and started the
next “relay” on 14th street, with still no sign of the
mysterious 13th place- I resolved to drive back on
my lunch break, and search for it.

As I drove back several hours later, munching as I
drove (the 1/2 hour for lunch seemed to go by all
too fast to eat!), I saw an elderly woman out in the
street, waving wildly! I pulled over, and slid open the
door.

“It’s this way! The postmen can never find it- I always
have to watch for them!”

She was a roundish, happy faced woman, with
bright red cheeks and a cheery face.

“What’s this way?” I was truly bewildered, both by
what she meant, and why she was outside on such a
cold day! For mail carriers during the frigid winter
months, the usually well populated side streets of
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various neighborhoods were like abandoned ghost
towns, with only one wandering person in a gray and
blue uniform to be seen.

She pointed at what looked to be a driveway- as
she pointed, I finally noticed a slim, silver post a
ways up the driveway. It was 13th Place! There was
absolutely no sign for it, and it was a gravel street
that resembled a narrow, long driveway. I was used
to missing street signs near the downtown by
Kachuda College- the college students routinely
absconded with them almost as soon as they were
replaced by the city- they wanted to take a part of
their Kachuda college experience away with them to
their future lives- and I could understand that!
Kachuda was a special place, a preserved-in-amber
kind of long disappeared River Town. When you left
for the more normal cities and suburbia of the
nation, it almost seemed impossible that such a
place could still exist. I could understand the
students wanting to take a token, a memento of such
a place that had been a part of their lives.

But 13th place? On the far north side, and in a
rather depressed area of town to boot? Who would
want a street sign from here? The few houses were in
disrepair, with old couches on the tumbling-down
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front porches, and empty beer cans on the gravelly
yards…

But anyway you sliced it, I was so glad to have
found it! I delivered the mail to those houses with
real satisfaction, and thanked the lady who had
showed me how to get there on my way out. She
didn’t even live on that street, but had taken it upon
herself to direct confused postmen and no doubt
other lost travelers from her front window on Berlin
street, where she kept a vigilant eye upon the street!

Many years later, shortly before my retirement from
the Kachuda post office, I was driving on my last route,
the beautiful Eagle Bluff Island route, and had a
package on Enfield street, towards the south end of the
island. I had never seen the folks that lived there, and
assumed that they both worked all day when I was in
the area. And I don’t think I had had more than a few
packages for them on my entire time on the route, all of
which had fit in the mailbox. But this was a BIG parcel!

I opened the back door, and lifted out the parcel.
It was a soft spring day, and the birds were chirping
as I trudged up the drive to the back of the house,
since the front door appeared unused. The back door
had a deck, but no protection overhead from rain, so
I tried the unattached garage door- it was open!
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I nudged it open, and was just setting the
package on the garage floor next to the door when I
saw it: in the center of the well- organized two car
garage, dividing the garage neatly into two parts, was
a big green sign on the back wall- 13th Place.
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7

ON THE TELEVISION NEWS

I have not stressed what a close neighborhood I had
moved into in my small valley! Over the years, as I
was getting settled into the Kachuda post office, and
into the various towns and neighborhoods that make
up the city of Kachuda, I was also developing deep
bonds with my few neighbors back along Cowbell
lane. I was painting our old farmhouse, wanting to
replace the dark brown it had been painted by Lars
when he lived there, and wanted to add Victorian
flourishes on the gingerbread in colors rather than
just plain flat white. Marie and I were excited about
this new/old look, and, as we found out quickly,
apparently so were all of our new neighbors!

I would work my eight hours in Kachuda, a new
route pretty much every day, and that early Spring
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and Summer and even right into Fall I would then
spend the remainder of the day scraping, and sand-
ing, replacing boards of siding when needed, and
putting in new, stainless steel nails to replace the
old, wrought iron nails that were roughly pointed
and appeared to be hand fashioned! They were
quaint, and had served their purpose, but now, 100
years plus later, they needed replacement.

It seemed most of my work was high on an exten-
sion ladder I had bought. I would be way up in the
air, dangling out from the side of the ladder like a
circus performer, pounding with a hammer, or
painting a finished section, when I would sense
something and turn.

There below me, most every evening, would be
one or two cars or pickups, and a couple of walkers
with baby strollers, all looking up with their hands
shading their eyes at my curious antics. They would
wave, and I would climb down to say hello.

“What color will it be Jess?” I heard many times.
I would tell them green, and each person would get a
dubious look, man woman or child, and say some-
thing like this.

“It’s always been brown you know!” As if that
put an end to that.

Finally, it was near Fall, and the night air was
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getting cooler. Thankfully, I had completed the
preparatory work at last- woodpecker holes were
filled, loose siding nailed down, and the loose paint
had at last been scraped off. I was working on the
gray primer, which really looked bad when
contrasted with the remaining brown paint. The
evening gazers dwindled away, keeping their eyes
nervously averted when passing the house. For a
large coulee, which is what a three sided valley
around Kachuda is called, ours sure had a lot of traf-
fic, both foot and drivers, for the 10 houses that
sparsely dotted Cowbell lane for its 1 mile length.
And their main source of interest, and consternation,
seemed to be with what I was doing to the neighbor-
hoods most visible house!

The good thing about our house, besides it being
the oldest house by far in Norse Lake coulee, was the
fact that it stood on the peak of a small hill, right on
the crest, which then dropped off to some of the
richest farmland anywhere. And the bad thing about
our house, was that it stood on this hill, and was the
very first thing anyone driving or walking into our
coulee would see, for good or ill. And, it was also
visible on all sides, since the road curved to the left,
and then straightened out to frame the house from
the front, and then curved sharply again revealing
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the house on the right side, and as it continued, also
on the left side and then the back…Nothing was
hidden from view, ever!

And now, the house was like a scraped up, multi-
colored mess! What with all the painting work, and
carrying mail all day, I didn’t even really have time to
mow the large acreage, especially since all I had back
then was a small motorized hand mower, and acres
to mow! This was before I had planted the many
trees that I would later, eliminating a lot of the
mowing, and also well before I had a good sized
tractor that would make such chores a pleasure at a
later date. And so, Marie and I were fast becoming
somewhat of an embarrassment to our new neigh-
bors, since our moving into the Olson house
appeared to be the prelude to the house and grounds
becoming a real eyesore, instead of a happy, long
term landmark.

One thing that we had introduced into Cowbell
lane was the Thornton tradition of campfires! On
Saturday evenings, in particular, there was nothing
that I, my father, uncles and brothers had enjoyed
more than going to our backyard fire pit, and lighting
up enough firewood to enjoy a blazing campfire! We
would roast weiners and brats, hoist a few beers, and
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just relax in the most time tested manner of human
beings, gazing into the flickering flames.

My neighbors here at first had seemed bemused
by our strange habit, looking down in surprise into
our back yard, which was downhill from the street in
the low part of the valley, and so very visible. But
after a while, several of the local men from down the
street would wander down, either on foot, or else
riding their lawn tractors or 4 wheelers, sometimes
with a toddler or two in tow. It was always great fun,
and so we got to meet all of the neighbors, and even-
tually it reached the point where if a plume of smoke
went up from the Thornton’s back yard, engines
started all over the valley, and a pilgrimage would
begin to the campfire!

And so this is how we really got to know all of
our neighbors. Dan and Sarah Wilder lived in a
house down the road, way up high on a hill, and
never missed a campfire. They usually came together
with their near neighbors Matt and Vic, Loren and
Annette and their neighbors Ellen and Jim Torg-
ersen. Later all of these would have children, but as
of now only the Torgersons had two little girls, each
a year apart- Bonnie and Betsy. There were many
others who would come and go to the campfires, but
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this is the core group that developed of the nearest
neighbors.

I tried extra hard to bond with my new neighbors, in
particular because of the tension created by my attempt
to improve the house. I knew they were worried about
that, and so I tried to explain that you need to break
some eggs to make an omelette, and it would soon be
completed, but I could tell they didn’t really quite
believe that our landmark house would ever again be
the mainstay that it had been with old Laird and Brid-
gette living there. And even those two were worried,
for they had built a new ranch style house, high up on a
hill overlooking the old house where we now resided!
I’m sure they all wondered, in this tight knit little rural
community- were we a mistake that they had welcomed
into their picturesque little coulee?

Perhaps I tried too hard to impress them all,
trying to fit in at this time. I had gotten involved in
the Postman’s Food Drive in Kachuda, which was
kind of a big deal in town. All of the mailmen got
together, each year, and tried to raise enough food to
stock the local food banks for the year. It had gone
on for many years, and had gotten to be the biggest
source of charitable foods in all of Genesse County.
And I, Jess Thornton, overworked as I was with the
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house painting project, my postal duties, and my
poor mowing history, had also volunteered to run
the food drive in Kachuda!

I had never done anything like this before, but
heck, I had never painted a house before either. I was
overextended, but felt as if working for this good
cause would be a great way to help out my new
community, and also to show what kind of a
neighbor I was. And so, I was interviewed for the
Kachuda Chronicle newspaper, was on the radio talking
it up, and had just been interviewed on the local
television news channel!

So, at this latest campfire, as we all sat around
the campfire in lawn chairs, I told everyone how I
had just been interviewed on TV, and would be on
the television the very next night! I looked around
the campfire, the light gleaming on all of their faces
from the flames, explaining how it was a really good
cause, and they really should watch the show. Ellen
Torgersen I remember in particular, listening gravely
in her patient way, asked me questions and appeared
quite interested. Ellen was a nurse at St. Mary’s. Of
course, most of her attention was centered on her
two young girls, Bonnie and Betsy, and making sure
they stayed well away from the flames. Her husband,
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also quiet but with a devilish sense of wry humor at
times, listened and nodded.

In fact, everyone was listening and nodding- the
Torgersen’s, Loren and Annette, Max and Margie Mc
Cann, who lived at the end of the road on a 300 acre
farm, Jeff and Jamie up the hill next to the Olson’s,
and Matt and Vic. Matt was probably my favorite of
the neighbors, and I enjoyed joking around with him
more than anyone that I had ever known. He had
moved here with his family from Iowa shortly after
we had, and we immediately hit it off. And of course,
the Kreibich’s from down the road were there as
well, Dianne and Joe. Dianne was also a nurse, as
was Jamie Bartosh- it was the strangest thing, except
for Marie and a few others, the vast majority of
women in our little valley were all nurses! Matt
enjoyed saying how safe this made him feel, and we
all laughed.

At any rate, I felt good at the end of the evening,
explaining to Marie that this would give me some
credibility in the neighborhood, being on local televi-
sion, and maybe our neighbors would relax a little
about the house, now that I would be known as a
responsible, well regarded local celebrity! I was quite
enjoying my new found fame and glory, prematurely,
and couldn’t wait for the following evening when all
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my neighbors would see what an important figure I
was becoming!

But as I told this all to Marie, I could see her face
nodding in seriousness towards me, just as had Ellen
and all of the rest. I was sure they would all under-
stand my excitement tomorrow, when they saw me
on the news!

The next night, I knocked off from scraping,
sanding, hammering and painting early- I had to
watch the evening news! I turned to the only televi-
sion station we got, Kachuda channel 8, and moved
the rabbit ear antennae around until I got a passable
picture. It was always a bit blurry, but deep in the
Norse Lake coulee you were lucky to get a TV signal
at all.

I looked at Marie, and smiled knowingly. Soon,
everyone would know what I was talking about- I
was becoming a man to be reckoned with! People
would know my name, and not worry about little
things like my un-mowed lawn, or a house that
looked like a permanent construction site… and
wait- there I was! I ran up to the television, turning
the volume way up. Yes, I was being interviewed, I
sounded all right, maybe I looked a little nervous,
but heck who wouldn’t at such an important inter-
view- and then I was gone!
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Well, it had been brief, but maybe I would be
back for an encore- the interview in the studio had
lasted a good 15 minutes, that I had seen had been
what- 30 seconds? I smiled reassuringly in Marie’s
direction, and turned the volume up even more.
After this commercial, I would probably return…

“Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to introduce
to you our Wisconsin Nurse of the Year- Ellen
Torgersen!” said the announcer.

Then, with a wonderful headshot of our neighbor,
the news program commenced with a tribute to
Ellen, and her years of service to St. Mary’s hospital,
the many wonderful things she had done above and
beyond the call of service, and the many tributes of
appreciation from physicians, patients, and other
nurses at the hospital. There were long sequences of
Ellen in the hospital, speaking with patients and
their families, grateful families crying as they
expressed just what her caring service had meant to
all of them, and it ended with a photo shoot of Ellen
Torgersen shaking the hand of the Governor of
Wisconsin! Her husband was standing proudly by
her side, and both of her daughters were before her-
they were all smiling, but the Governor looked the
happiest of them all!

I really did enjoy it! It was a wonderful program,
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and a marvelous tribute to a wonderful lady, who
also happened to be my neighbor, which was really
lucky for me. And I looked at my wife, Marie, who
was looking at me so quietly, and calmly, just as
Ellen had the night before- just how all the rest had
looked at me, around the campfire. There was really
only one thing to say.

“I guess I’d really better get painting tomorrow!”
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8

DIFFERENT FRIENDS INDEED

Matt and Vic Logsden were my favorite neighbors!
Somehow we just hit it off- after Marie and I moved
to Cowbell Lane, we were by far the youngest couple
in the area- two people with one child who lived in a
large farmhouse right in the center of the valley. Yes,
that’s right, at about this time Marie gave birth to
little Augusta, a red haired little charmer that quickly
became the center of our world! Little Augie was the
answer to our prayers, and never have I been more
thankful than the day she was born. She had her own
little cat we got her, named Jack, and then a golden
retriever named Charlie. Those three just lived
outside, having adventures all around the yard with
dolls, sticks, and even resulted in dressing poor Jack
in doll clothes!
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I know, when people saw me out mowing our
acreage, they thought I must be one of the sons of a
large Norwegian family that had lived and farmed
here for generations. What would a city bred young-
ster find in such a remote place, where the tele-
phones were still multiple party lines, and the
television only received a single, fuzzy channel? But
here we were.

When Matt and Vic moved in down the street, it
shook things up quite a bit- they were even younger
than we were! They moved into a pretty new house
on Cowbell lane, since the previous tenants had built
a much grander house even further out in the coun-
try. They had come from Iowa, since Matt had been
transferred by his company to Kachuda. Matt was a
farmer’s son, and gladly found a place in our little
coulee with some acres of land, trees, and above all
space! Vic was his perfect counterpart, and was every
bit as tiny and he was tall. Their two kids, Nora and
Nate, were wonderful kids, and the apple of their
parent’s eyes.

We would often have Matt and Vic over for camp-
fires in the back yard- I had cleared out a large area
back in my woods, and set up a circle of stones and
bricks in which I would light campfires on nice
summer nights. We would sit out under the stars,
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gazing into the flames and talking, while their kids
just tore around the yard playing. It was really a nice
way to spend an evening.

Eventually, it got to the point where most of the
neighbors would wander down bit by bit, as soon as
they smelled the smoke! Matt and Vic would always
come right away, but then would come Dan and
Sarah Wilder with their kids, and childless Jeff and
Jamie Bartosh from up the hill across from us, and
Loren and Annette Andreason from down the road
across from the Logsdens… the neighbors would just
trickle on down, and take a seat on one of the logs I
had set around the fire pit.

Marie and I had also made friends with various
folks in town, one couple was Phil and Sandy Fuch-
steiner. They were highly successful business people,
each in their own field; we could never see what they
saw in us! They were always impeccably dressed,
with late model cars and a lavish home and lifestyle,
and we were… well, quite the opposite I’m afraid.
But for whatever reason, we got along pretty well,
and saw each other frequently. They also had two
children, just the same ages as Matt and Vic’s little
Hildy and Chuck; and Hildy was the same age as our
little Augie, and they became great friends!

Over time, it became more and more apparent
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that Phil and Sandy, although outwardly very
successful, did not get along with each other! We
would run across them at church, which is where we
met originally, and they had started going separately,
one to one service and one to another. The one thing
they had in common was their outlook that money
making was paramount in this world! I could not
agree less, but somehow they seemed to enjoy
having us over in our plain little outfits, and we got
along.

“Jess” I often heard Phil say, although we actually
called him Flip -“ I used to work 12 hour days in a
factory, and I believe that kids these days should do
the same!”

Flip and Sandy did have that one thing in
common- they actually met in that factory, and you
would have thought it was the most wonderful thing
that had ever happened to both of them. Later, upon
moving to Kachuda, Flip had started his own
company, and Sandy had done the same thing-
started her own company in a different field entirely.
Flip would get up early and go to his office, and
Sandy would get up quite late in the mornings,
perhaps 10 or 11AM, and then work until about
midnight. In this way, they almost never saw one
another…
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One day, I delivered the mail on another route to
Flip’s office, and he invited me to lunch. I met him at
Mr. D’s, a very popular breakfast and lunch spot in
Kachuda.

“And I’ll tell you again, Jess” Flip said, forking
another big bite of omelette into his mouth, “If you
want to know what job to do in your life, just ask
yourself what 3 jobs you wouldn’t mind doing… and
then choose the one that pays the most!”

I often wondered why Flip repeated this mantra
to me so often, since obviously I was not primarily
motivated by money. I had left a major metropolitan
area with lots of high paying job opportunities to
come to little, scenic and quaint Kachuda Wisconsin.
In fact, I had several brothers back in Chicago who
were out earning me in a huge way, but I never felt
the slightest twinge of regret: back there, I’d be living
in a suburban house with a tiny yard, thousands of
neighbors living cheek by jowl, or else I’d be living
right in the city itself, which even then was sinking
into the chaos of crime, and the stark contrast
between the very rich and the very poor. That
reminded me of something, and I told Flip the story.

My brother had recently visited me at my farm-
house home with his family, and Ken had really
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enjoyed the experience of being in the real country.
His young son, Jackson, was about 7 at the time, and
I took him for a walk around my acreage. His eyes
were big indeed as we strolled through the paths I
had cut through the woods, and at one point he
looked at me and asked-

“Uncle Jess, how did you get to be so rich?”
Wisdom from the mouth of children indeed! My

brother Ken’s house had cost roughly 20 times what
my place had cost, although it was just a nice
suburban house on a tiny lot.

Flip looked at me, looked at his plate, and
continued without missing a beat.

“The thing we need to stress to our kids is that
they have to make a good living! Do you know how
much money you need to retire? Actually, I would
never recommend retirement to anyone. I hope you
told that nephew of yours that it is location, location,
location that counts in real estate! Children are so
spoiled nowadays, they have no concept of what
things cost, and how much work it takes. When I
used to work in the factory back in La Valle, Sandy
and I would routinely work 12 hour days when we
were school kids, and it taught us the meaning of
life…”
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And so it went. Flip and I were friends, but we
looked at the world through totally different lenses.

I returned to my route, enjoying the beautiful
summer day. Back then, the Postal Service was a very
different entity than what it has degraded into today.
The mailman was largely autonomous, as long as he
was well-liked by his patrons on the route, and did a
good job delivering, he was left completely alone to
do his job. The best mailmen were a lot like beat
cops on their routes: they watched out for people,
checked on the elderly, made sure “their” little kids
made it home from school- they were a kind of
guardian of their route, their own little kingdom to
watch over.

Nowadays, things are far different! As in many
businesses, chief among them being government, the
least able have been promoted to get them out of the
way, and multiplied themselves in largely made up
executive positions of incredibly high pay, and nebu-
lous duties and goals that are self chosen, and self
directed. The carriers are seen as disposable, and the
only goal of those above them is to coerce them to
go as fast as possible, with no regard for things like
accuracy or courtesy. The bureaucrats that run things
now see the postal service as their own company,
and their ultimate goal is to enrich themselves by
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plundering what they can of the United States Postal
Service, which is owned ultimately by the American
people.

So, when I got back the route, I got the mail from
my jeep and started off walking. It was hot, but not
stifling; with a soft breeze that ruffled through my
longish hair. I was downtown, in an area of seedy
apartments. There was one lady that lived upstairs,
by name of Mae West, and she was elderly enough to
almost be the original bearer of that name! I had
been told to deliver her mail to her upstairs, and I
soon saw the reason why- she was enormous! At
least 300 pounds, and probably less than 5 feet tall,
there is no way she could have gone downstairs to
the mailbox. I think all of her groceries and such
were delivered, since she would not even fit through
her apartment door- had she been slim when she
moved in, at least slim enough?!

But she was a happy, jolly, and seemingly quite
healthy person, and seemed so glad to get company!
Of course, the mailman was often the only person
the elderly and house bound would see in their day,
and he was also a daily lifeline to the outside for
them. Unfortunately, nowadays the bureaucrats that
run the USPS eliminate any such special service as
taking the mail up to a person, since that “wastes”
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time. But this was in much better times, and doing
such good deeds was actually encouraged- imagine
the public relations garnered when your employees
are doing such things, rather than jumping hedges to
save time?

She was watching an old, tiny black and white
television, and started in telling me about it.

“I never got to see this show, back when I lived
on the farm! And now, I can watch it every day, it’s
on every day and I just love it!”

I looked at the television- It was I LOVE LUCY
from the early 1950’s! Mae went on and on,
describing the delight she felt watching this show,
that was made the year I was born, and I thought to
myself that here is a truly happy woman- happy in a
tiny squalid apartment in which she was literally
trapped, with a tiny little TV and no visitors but
delivery people. I listened to her for perhaps 10
minutes or so, and when I finally turned to go she
said to wait a bit; then, walking ponderously over to
her little kitchen, she came back carrying an apple,
which she gave to me with a big smile.

I went down the stairs, and I had a big smile as
well!
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9

A PARADE ON COWBELL LANE

I was on my own route in Kachuda, and to say I was
contented would have been an understatement! I had
gotten enough seniority in the post office that I had
finally gotten my own route, and it was the route I
had wanted all along- route 6 was a long walk, but I
had bid on old Charlie Walters route when he
retired, and I had gotten it.

I had subbed on it often enough that I already
knew some of the people that lived on it, and I felt at
home walking in the quaint, historic residential
south side neighborhood. But, some of the people on
route 6 were still a mystery to me- like the two
ladies that lived in the upstairs apartment in one of
the houses on 14th street. The one lady was prob-
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ably in her early 30s, and the younger one was
maybe 17 or so.

Mary and Sarah were their names, as I learned
from their mail addresses, but as to which was which
I never did figure that out. It was like that at first on
a route; as time passes you get to know almost
everything about each particular family on your
route- you know the kids, you know everybody’s
first and last names (sometimes even the middle
names!), and you really become, if you are a good,
dependable and friendly mailman, a real member of
your own little community! This was something I
prized as it developed- I loved being part of my own
little part of Kachuda.

I had been on Cowbell lane in Wild Rose for
maybe 10 years, and Marie and our little Auggie
were happily settled into our farmhouse for all of
those years. Little Auggie’s red ponytail bounced as
she ran for the school bus, and I would wave
goodbye to her each morning as I steered my old
green truck towards Kachuda and my mail route.

And that was another thing about our little valley
on Cowbell lane- almost everyone had a really old
vehicle or two! Maybe it was partly about not
wasting money on a newer one, for folks in Genessee
county were quite thrifty by nature and necessity,
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but it was also simply about a slower pace of life; a
life where you didn’t need to race around each day,
but could more or less live in the moment. Also,
there is something very satisfying about getting a
timeless vehicle, a vehicle with manual shift, a
heater, and an AM radio, and calling it good. Just as I
loved vintage houses like our own 100 plus year old
one, I loved the design and style of the old vehicles,
and so I had found and restored a 50 year old red
Studebaker truck. I drove slowly and sedately across
the rural roads to town, and only there in the city did
I sometimes feel “pushed” from behind, as
commuters tried to get around me.

But I also got lots of “thumbs up” from folks, for
there is something about old, classic vehicles that
just makes people smile, from kids to old timers!
Even the oldest folks in the neighborhood, down at
their farm at the very end of Cowbell lane, the Mc
Canns, had a vintage convertible sports car that was
nearly as old as my Studebaker that they drove all
summer long, top down; off on long driving adven-
tures all around the local hills and valleys.

On this warm morning, as I drove to Kachuda’s
post office downtown, I pondered what Marie had
told me that morning.

“What do you think about a parade?” she had
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asked. “Suzy and I talked it over last night by the
campfire as you men were tending the fire, and we
want to get all the kids together for a parade on labor
day- we could have the theme be Disney!”

“Well- sure, but we are on a rural road with no
traffic- who’s going to watch?” I responded.

She smiled at me, and just said “We will!”
And so, we were planning on a parade just for the

people who were in it- us!
I was surprised at how this idea caught on with

all of the neighbors- before long there was
hammering coming from the neighbor’s garages and
barns as they assembled their own floats. There were
now about a dozen kids in the valley, all just about
the same ages, and fast friends. They played outside
together, went to each others houses constantly, and
now the thought of a parade, a DISNEY parade, right
on their own Cowbell lane, was the most exciting
thing they could think of!

At work, there was more to think about- “Tiny”
Tim Travers, our post office supervisor, had gotten
himself a motorcycle! In true form, Tiny had talked
about the motorcycle he was going to get for years,
so much and for so long in fact that no one believed
he ever would get it. But get it he did- to the surprise
of everyone who knew him, including his wife Gerty!
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Gerty was quite a sweetheart of a lady, with a
high level managerial job in the Emerald Coulee
Elementary school system. She made a really good
living, as did Tiny Tim at the post office, but she
made the bulk of the actual cash- in the old post
office, our benefits were great, but the salary was not
that much. With Tim’s rather common “indul-
gences”, and along with their five young daughters,
money was rather a problem in the Travers
household.

“Look at this, boys!” said Tim the first day he
rode his bike into work.

It really was a gleaming beauty, and he had
loaded it down with every piece of motorcycle acces-
sory that could be found- he had saddlebags on the
sides, a tank bag, a huge windshield with lights all
around it, whitewall tires, and a big, open box made
of metal attached to the front fender! That last
puzzled me, since I had ridden a smallish motorbike
for many years, in Chicago and then in Kachuda, and
I had never seen such a thing…

“Look but don’t touch- I’d rather you groped my
wife than this bike!” said Tim. We were nervously
eyeing one another awkwardly, glad that Gert wasn’t
present. Everyone liked Gert!

Tim answered my curiosity next.
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“And don’t think I’d leave me son Fred out of the
fun!” he continued. “This here on the front is his
rolling home away from home with Daddy!” and he
patted the box on the front.

I noticed that there was really no place on that
overloaded bike to fit another human passenger; I
guess his ideas of rolling across scenic roads on a
speeding motorcycle did not extend to including his
wife, or his daughters.

When I got home that night, Marie greeted me
gravely.

“ The Mc Cann’s lost Florence today.” Was all she
said, and all she needed to say.

When not speeding away from their beautiful
farm in their antique sports car, their white hair
blowing in the wind, Jim and Margie Mc Cann would
walk down Cowbell lane each evening, as they had
done for their entire married life there in Norse Lake
coulee. Margie was as talkative as Jim was quiet, and
would greet whoever was out in their yard with
delight, and talk to them for what could, literally, be
hours.

“Well Jess! What a lovely evening- are you nearly
done with painting your house- I like the new color
very much- I hope you don’t put back up those shut-
ters, it looks so much better- oh, Florence is feeling a
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little under the weather, and she is such a wonderful
animal, I could never get another like her! Is Marie
home? I’d love to see her. Oh, your little Auggie has
the prettiest red hair, I was just telling Jim I saw her
out in your yard the other day, and the sun just made
her hair shine so- I think it will rain tonight, and
Lord knows we need it…”

This is what I had heard from Margie the day
before, as I was trying to get some painting done.
The above small excerpt is just a small part of the
monologue that Jim and I enjoyed, me with my
brush in my hand, dripping green paint, and Jim
with his patient, quizzical smile, his eyes gleaming at
me in shared amusement. Margie was a wonderful
person; her only fault was a certain…
loquaciousness.

And now, hearing about Margie’s pet dying, I was
so sad for her, since they both doted on that animal,
and had raised it since birth. It turned out I was
right; they were both so bereft that they decided not
to participate as the regal mother and father of
Prince Charming in the upcoming parade as they had
planned. It was a shame, but they planned to imme-
diately bury their beloved pet Florence in their side
yard. Jim hired a backhoe for the job; they needed a
large hole, as Florence was a cow.
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There was quite a roar the next morning when
Tiny Tim rolled into the Kachuda post office parking
lot. We were all just arriving, and gawked at the
spectacle of Tim taking off his helmet, and then
reaching over the handlebars and taking the helmet
off of his dog Fred! Fred was a small dog, and the
helmet rode way down across his back, but he could
still look out through his lowered visor.

“I can’t take a chance with my boy’s vision” Tim
explained. “What a great morning for two guys to go
out riding together! C’mon guys, get inside and get
to work- we’re burning daylight!”

This last was a favorite expression of Tim’s (he
mainly spoke in expressions by and large), and one
of his most irritating.

If you were “casing”, or sorting mail too slow for
him, your ears would ring with “you’re burning
daylight.”

If you were 5 minutes late, you were “burning
daylight”!

Even if you were leaving early, he’d say get right
on home, because “you’re burnin’ daylight!”

With that, he picked up his unhappy looking little
dog, the two helmets, and strode into the post office.
That was the first of the days when a small dog
named Fred lived under the supervisor’s desk, taking
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most of his attention, eating endless treats of human
food like cakes, cookies, and ice cream, and other-
wise living an incredibly unhealthy doggie life.

We hardly knew what to say- we liked Tiny Tim
OK, well at least some of the time, but this was
ridiculous and frankly rather embarrassing. Tiny
would coo to little Fred like you would to a baby,
saying things like:

“How is daddy’s little baby, daddy’s little man? Is
‘um a little sicky wicky??” and so on.

How that dog survived with all the lousy, non
canine food it was fed was beyond me. I suppose Tim
would have been far better off if just ONE of his
daughters had been a boy! But his only son was…
a dog.

The next day was the Big Disney Christmas in
July Parade on Cowbell lane! It was a gorgeous
Sunday morning, with not a breath of wind and
perfect temperatures. Marie had dressed little Auggie
as a little princess, and I can’t really tell you which
Disney princess it was as that is not my realm of
expertise, but she certainly looked the part with her
curling amber hair shining in the sun, and her little
diaphanous dress. I put on the big red Santa suit that
I had rented, along with my white beard and red hat,
and when I had put in the stomach padding as well,
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Auggie looked at me with round eyes like she didn’t
know I was her daddy anymore!

Marie had put on a scarlet dress, and a little red
Mrs. Claus hat, and actually looked quite fetching, as
she decided to forego any padding for her character!
I had decorated my old Ford tractor to look largely
red instead of blue by festooning it with red
garlands, and I had hooked up my trailer to the back,
and decorated that as well. Marie and Auggie got
into the trailer, and I sat on the tractor seat- we were
ready for the parade!

At exactly the appointed hour of 9:30 AM, barn
and garage doors started opening around the neigh-
borhood, with tractors and 4-wheelers roaring into
life. We lined up at the starting point, which was at
our house! We parked at the front of the line, and
watched eagerly as our neighbors slowly rolled
toward us.

Sam and Suzy from way up on the hill further
down the road came first, walking with their little
boys Carl and Max. Sam, Carl, and Max were all
dressed as Mickey Mouse, and in the most extremely
accurate costumes you could imagine, right down to 3
fingered gloves! From the other direction, I could see
Ellen and Jim Torgerson, with their little Bonnie and
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Betty, who looked so cute with their dark hair and big
hair bows- they were obviously twin Sleeping Beau-
ties! Jim just had a small rider mower, so he rode that;
he later claimed he was dressed as Prince Charming,
but the effect was kind of hard to see because he is so
fat! Ellen was Pinnochio, and a very good Pinnochio
indeed- her painted face even looked like wood.

Next, the large garage door of our good friends
Matt and Vic Logsdon cranked slowly open- we held
our breaths, because that garage door had not
budged for weeks. Matt’s brother and his wife and
kids had also come to visit and to be a part of the
parade, and so we knew it would be elaborate- we
were not disappointed!

With a creaking roar, a large wooden sailing ship
came rolling out of the garage! As big as a car, they
had affixed a giant ship they had fashioned out of
cardboard onto Matt’s trailer, and pulled behind his
John Deere. On the wagon were Matt as Captain
Hook, with a hook for one hand and a large pirate
costume, looming over all else because he is so tall.
Little Hildy and Chuck were tiny sailors, and their
even younger cousin was Tinkerbell. But Vic was
nowhere to be seen, until we saw Peter Pan- it was
her! She is so very short, that she really looked like
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the real mythical Peter Pan, all dressed in vivid
green!

Matt’s brother from Iowa had come up to watch,
and he had brought a small P.A. System with him.

“These men are athletes” he broadcast loudly
from the side of the road. “They train all year to
perform this event, so let’s give them our respect!”

He kept us all laughing with his comments.
And then, a car pulled up, and a young woman

and a cameraman popped out. I noticed then that the
side of the car was emblazoned with the Kachuda
Chronicle, which of course is the daily newspaper for
the entire Genessee county area!

The photographer was everywhere, taking photos
of all of the kids in their costumes, and also some of
the adults- I hoped I would not be in the paper- the
kidding I would take at work would be unreal! Luck-
ily, though, the reporters seemed to be most inter-
ested in the sailing ship, and so Captain Hook was
interviewed at length. Matt thrived on this sort of
thing, salesman that he was, and that got me, well,
off the “Hook” myself…

All told there were Loren and Annette Andreason
from up the street on Cowbell lane, with their two
kids Katy and Karl dressed as two little ducks, by
name of Daisy and Donald. They were in a trailer
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behind a rather large John Deere tractor, and Loren
was dressed, well, as himself really, since he just
looked like a carpenter with a Walt Disney World hat
on instead of a green John Deere hat, especially since
the WDW hat was also green. Dan and Sarah Wilder
were there, too, dressed as Mary Poppins and Bert,
and their four young kids, each a year apart, were
dressed as little chimney sweeps! The photographer
was going mad with taking photos everywhere, and I
was beginning to get a little worried about the next
day at work, since virtually everyone in town, and
certainly at the post office, read every word in the
paper, each and every single day.

Finally, the parade was over- it had only run for
about 1/2 mile, the entire length of Cowbell lane,
and then back again to in front of our house. Marie
and the other ladies had all brought refreshments,
from lemonade and cookies for the kids, to beer and,
well, cookies for the adults! Suzy had made an elabo-
rate, large replica of Cinderella’s castle at Walt
Disney World, and her husband Sam, dressed as a
really convincing Aladdin, had set it out on saw
horses topped with a large piece of plywood on the
side of the road, and was starting to cut it into slices-
but not before the photographer got a few shots!
There was even one he took, I noticed, of Suzy in her
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Minnie Mouse outfit, holding a big slice on a plate
and smiling.

The kids were all having a blast at this point,
running around and eating cake, drinking lemonade,
laughing and playing. We were having fun too, since
now we could all relax and take photos ourselves. I
got out my camera, and as I took photographs I
noticed that Jeff and Jamie Bartosh, the childless
couple up on the hill next to Sam and Suzy had come
to the parade! Both were in full costumes, but of…
what? What Disney character had this family
without kids decided to be?

I noticed the newspaper photographer and myself
had noticed these two at the same time, and we were
both taking photos- then he looked at me, smiling
broadly.

“See that?” he nodded towards my neighbors. I
nodded, and he lifted his expensive camera and
started shooting.

The Bartosh couple had dressed up as… Sylvester
and Tweety- very fine costumes, too, but since they
had never had kids, they of course had no idea that
those were NOT Disney characters!

The next day at work, I was very relieved: there
was no photo of me, or my float, in the newspaper.
No one in the post office, or on the route had any
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idea that I had been part of this parade, and as a
largely introverted person I was relieved. I had been
hoping for some photos of the children in the paper,
and there was one group shot back in the “LIFE”
section of the paper that included most everyone,
but we were all so small (and in black and white)
that it was hard to identify anyone in particular. But
there were two photos that were not only in color on
the front page, and blown up to extra large size- one
was of Suzy’s face and Minnie mouse hat, with a
huge smile and a large slice of cake, above the usual
heading of THE KACHUDA CHRONICLE! The other
was a smaller photo, but still quite large, with the
heading Christmas in July Disney Parade???? Of course,
right beneath it were our own Jeff and Jamie dressed
as Sylvester and Tweety. Sylvester was holding a beer,
and Jamie was smoking a cigarette…

As I walked my route that day, my head was spin-
ning with the memories of the day before. All had
gone so well, the kids had had a great time, and even
the Sylvester and Tweety photo would be a great
story for around the campfire. This Monday was
another glorious day in the driftless area, which is of
course what Kachuda is in the heart of. The driftless
zone is a long stretch along the river, a unique and
rugged landscape that was bypassed by the glaciers
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during the last ice age, leaving the land unchanged
and untouched by the huge masses of ice that
scraped the land flat across the midwest millennia
ago. Even the sunlight in this area seems different;
more golden in color, a richer, less flat-looking light
than anywhere else I have ever seen.

It was a day to revel in, I thought. And I did,
walking along, greeting folks who were out, or in
their doorways. I finally arrived at the home of the
mysterious two women that lived upstairs in a rental
apartment on my route. Their landlord, Mrs.
Jennings lived downstairs with her husband, and she
was waiting for me. She handed me a filled out form.

“Here you go, Jess” she said. “ Mary and Sarah
have moved out, and they filled out this change of
address form for you.”

I took it, and noticed the forwarding address. I
looked questioningly at Mrs. Jennings.

She smiled. “I know, I wondered about them too”
she said, leaning her head to the side. “The truth is,
they are mother and daughter, and now they are
becoming nuns together!”

The forwarding address was to the local convent
on Madison street, the Holy Trinity Convent.
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10

A GIANT TREE FALLS

“Whump!” It felt as if the whole house and shook,
and it probably had!

Awakened from a sound sleep this early Sunday
morning, I looked at Marie on her side of the bed.
She was looking back with wide eyes, probably with
the same bewildered, startled look that I was giving
to her.

Jumping out of bed, I looked out through the
upstairs bedroom windows- nothing out front
seemed to be amiss. I ran down the stairs, and
opened the back door, which was the only door we
ever used. The front door had been stuck shut for
years.

Opening the door to our back porch, I looked out
to see that our giant maple tree, a behemoth if there
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ever was one, had fallen flat in the yard! There had
been no wind, no rain, and it was as peaceful and
quiet of a summer morning as there had ever been.
The tree had fallen backwards, otherwise the porch
where I was standing, and most of our kitchen,
would have been crushed!

I felt Marie’s soft touch on my shoulder.
“I’m sorry, Jess” she said quietly. At first, I didn’t

understand…
And then it sunk in- while we were undoubtedly

fortunate that the tree had fallen away from the
house, we were not so lucky in that this huge,
massive maple of perhaps 100 years of age or more
had fallen at all! I had a chain saw- everyone on
Cowbell Lane needed a good saw- but this tree, to
clean up… It was just too huge! It would have to be
done, though- it lay right atop our septic field, and
the limbs alone, all still covered with leaves, looked
like a giant house-sized bush with a colossal trunk
about 6 feet in diameter. I was already extremely
busy with our new place, and carrying mail 50-60
hours per week in Kachuda- the thought of this addi-
tional work right now just seemed utterly over-
whelming!

Since it was Sunday, I knew I’d better get started,
since that was usually my only certain day off.
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Feeling exhausted already, I went and got dressed,
knowing that today would be the first of many back-
breaking days ahead of me. And I was just planning
to put in the garden, still had painting to do - the list
of chores seemed endless… but then I reminded
myself, this is what country living entailed- lots of
good old-fashioned outdoor work! And so, I got
together my chain saw, gas and oil, and got started,
right after a big breakfast!

The next day, as I walked the route assigned to
me, I felt as if I was walking uphill even if I was
going downhill! I was bone tired, fatigued as if I had
been rowing in a slave galley the previous day. It was
a good tiredness, at least it would have been if I
could only sit and rest instead of rushing on my daily
rounds with my mail satchel heavy on my shoulder!

But the physical strain was not the problem,
really- I was just flummoxed with how to cut up the
giant log of that huge tree! I had an 18 inch blade on
my saw, and I could see no way to sever a 6 foot wide
trunk. There was no way I could hire something like
that done- Marie and my slim savings could not
come close to paying for such a thing- there had to
be some way I could get it done.

I was so engrossed in my problem that I was not
really concentrating on the mail…all at once, a door
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was flung open, and a thin little old man came flying
out! He was so outraged, that spittle flew out of his
mouth as he began swearing at me.

“God DAMN it! You damn mailmen think you
can walk on my grass!!?? I’ll have your job!”

He was literally stamping on the ground; actually,
stomping down the very precious grass he said that
he was trying to protect! I looked at his yard- he had
the tiniest little yard on the entire block, perhaps 10
square feet, and my one foot had gone a bit off of the
sidewalk and landed with about 1/3 of my shoe on
his grass! I stood shocked, my mouth agape. He kept
screaming at me, if anything getting louder and
louder, and more enraged.

I told him how sorry I was, and handed the mail
to his wife, a small, rather stout woman who gave
me a timid smile and retreated into the house
quickly. But the man, who I later learned to be Mr.
Cronk, followed me down the block, yelling all the
while! I could scarcely believe it, since most people
in town had always treated me so well.

Later, I compared notes with the other mailmen
about Mr. Cronk. All had learned, at one time or
another, NEVER to step on one blade of his grass! It
appears he laid in wait each day, just hoping that
some hapless mailman would make his day
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complete. I also learned that everyone, including his
wife, called him Mr. Cronk and nothing else, unless
they wanted to send him into a rage about that as
well!

Quite a day this was turning out to be, I thought,
as I got into my jeep and drove up to 24th Street to
begin my next walking “relay” of mail. As soon as I
got out of the jeep, and reached onto the tray to
retrieve my mail, I felt someone clutch my arm.

“Don’t you think dogs should be on a leash?” I
was asked. Before I could answer, the small, not
unattractive middle aged woman started in again:

“Some dogs aren’t, and they will bite! I read
about a girl that was so pretty, and a dog bit her leg-
that dog should have been on a leash! Don’t you
think so?” And on she went, mostly about dogs on
leashes, but some other things about politics were
also thrown in from time to time, as are spices to a
good main course. And all this time she was
clutching my arm!

Nodding my head, and attempting to back away,
she grabbed my arm with both of her hands, and just
kept on talking! No matter what I did, I had to stand
there for a good 15 minutes, perhaps longer,
listening to her (she didn’t want any comments
voiced from me I figured out) and just ranted. I had
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just made the acquaintance of Eudora Jordan,
acknowledged crazy person of Kachuda, and I would
get to know her all too well over the coming years.
At this point, I found out later, she was roughly mid-
point in a long slide from sanity… she had been a
successful Doctor’s wife, her husband a prominent
surgeon at the Nordheim clinic, which was the other
clinic along with St. Mary’s in Kachuda, and together
they had three children. When he left her, so the
story went, she became more and more unhinged.

But for me, right now, in my early years as a
mailman in Kachuda, and trying mightily to make
good time on the route, all of this was beside the
point! Now, I was way behind on the route, thanks
to my encounters with Mr. Cronk and Eudora, and
she still hadn’t released me. I knew I would have
some explaining to do back at the Post Office!

When I got home, I kissed Marie hello, and
changed into my “rags”, which were basically old
torn up jeans and a matching white t-shirt and work
boots. I picked up my waiting chain saw, and started
in, the motor whining in my ears as I waded through
the thick stand of branches, limbing the tree
branches from the trunk of what I had started to call
“Maple-a-Looza”, since the downed tree had begun
reminding me of a giant creature akin to those in old
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Japanese monster movies. It would take many days
just to cut the limbs off of that monster trunk, many
of which were the size of a regular tree in and of
themselves.

I was balanced on the trunk, cutting one of those
tree-sized limbs at the base, when I saw something
out of the corner of my eye- I stopped the saw, and
turned. It was Dan Wilder! I hardly knew Dan, but
he and his wife Sarah lived at the very end of
Cowbell Land, way up on the high hillside just
before reaching the Max and Margie McCann’s large
spread. Dan was a true woodsman and hunter; he
and Sarah lived primarily on their huge garden,
which was perched on a steep hillside, along with
the game that Dan hunted year round, and the fish
he caught. They also had a huge flock of hens, and
hutches full of plump rabbits.

I knew how busy they always were, especially
since Sarah also worked full time at Emerald Coulee
Elementary as a teacher. That is why I was so
surprised to see Dan wave, and then fire up his chain
saw and start cutting with me! Smiling delightedly to
myself, I thought how much Dan’s experienced
woodman’s help would be, even for the space of an
evening. But I did feel guilty, knowing that he was at
least as busy as I at home, and just as busy in his
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work as a heavy equipment mechanic up on West
Junction ridge, where the tractor sales and repair
business was located south of Kachuda.

But, gladly accepting the help, I fell to cutting
along with my neighbor, without ever needing to
speak. We had to stop periodically to gas our saws,
but since we ran out at different times, we never
spoke since at least one saw was constantly running.
Finally, it was getting dark, and we both shut down
our saws.

“Thanks Dan! What a nice surprise- it really was
nice of you to help me out- I don’t know how I’ll
ever cut up such a monster of a tree, and your help
means a lot…” and so I rattled on. I think I talk far
too much, most of the time, especially compared to
my new “Coulee neighbors”, who tend to be very
taciturn, and also very soft spoken. I must seem to
them to be someone from Italy or New York City,
constantly using 10 words when one would do, and
uncomfortable with silence, which seems to these
rural and small town folks to be part of their very
nature. They are as quiet as the isolated, beautiful
coulees and bluffs which shelter them from the
modern, industrial world, and keep them as they
have always been- mostly untouched by modern
hustle and worry.
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Dan just smiled, running his tanned hands
through his white-blonde, close cropped hair to get
the sawdust out. Just then Marie came out, carrying
a pitcher of lemonade and two glasses.

I thanked her, and smiling at Dan and me, she
went back inside, leaving the pitcher and glasses
with us. We sat on two logs that we had limbed, and
drank awhile. I remember talking a lot, thanking Dan
profusely, waving my hands around to point out
varying parts of the tree needing cutting, and just
talking a bit too much. Finally, Dan stood up,
pointed towards the direction of his house down the
street, and climbed onto his tractor, which was about
4 times the size of my own little garden tractor.
Holding his saw and gas/oil can on his lap, he
chugged off down the road.

I hoped I hadn’t offended him by chattering away
like that! I sure had appreciated his help- he had
probably cut double the amount I had in the same
time, being an experienced, lifelong woodsman,
where I was a city boy turned country. I had lots to
learn, but I was afraid I wouldn’t see Dan for quite a
while, since he rarely came down off of his hill for
anyone, and he hardly knew me at all except to know
I didn’t know when to shut up!

I had barely clocked in the next morning at the
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Post Office when supervisor“Tiny Tim” Travers
waved me over to his desk. He had a pile of donuts
on his desk, and by the deliciousness of their yeasty
aroma I knew they were from Gretchen’s bakery- the
best bakery I have ever encountered in my entire life!
Gretchen’s was in Walton, just south of Kachuda,
where I knew Tim, his wife Gerty, and his “son” Fred
the dog all lived.

“Jess, I am very, very disappointed with you” Tim
said in a very serious voice. This was bad, since he
always sounded all happy-go-lucky, unless something
really bad had happened, or if it had something to do
with Fred’s health.

“Very, very, very unhappy indeed!”
And now I knew things were really bad for me,

since one of Tim’s favorite words was “indeed”,
except he always said it as “indeed-ily”; this was in
fact his favorite expression in ordinary conversation.
That he had said “indeed’ instead of “indeed-ily” was
ominous!

In one hand, he was holding my time card from
the previous day, which showed me at 45 minutes of
overtime! Not only had I gone overtime that much, I
was the only mailman who had gone overtime that
day, out of 35 mailmen in Kachuda. And in his other
hand was a note I couldn’t read, it was so scrawly
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and jagged in a cursive script, but I could just make
out the signature- Mr. Bronk!

Tim reached for a donut, lifted it, and then,
disconsolately, let it drop again to his desk, un-eaten.
This was the worst sign ever from my supervisor
Tim, who loved food almost as much as he loved his
tiny dog Fred.

I started to explain, but probably going on at far
too much length for these Kachuda folk of much
fewer words: I told of Mr. Bronk, and how he chased
me for barely touching his grass, and scolding me,
slowed me down there, and then I rattled on and on
about Eudora the crazy lady, how she had held me
immobile while she went on and on about dogs and
politics and everything else, but Tim just looked at
me blankly, and sadly shook his head from side to
side.

“There will be consequences…” was all he said,
looking at the dozen or so photos of Fred he had
under the glass on his desk, as if trying to raise his
spirits with that vision, to wash away my unwelcome
face. Then he waved me over to route 23, which was
the route I’d been on the day before.

“That’s ALL I need!” I thought as I went over to
the case for #23, and started “throwing” the mail as
they say in the post office. The other carriers looked
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at me sidelong: they were having second thoughts
about me, I could tell. Big city boy, thinks he can
come here and not do his job!? I felt miserable.

When I left for the route that day, I felt I really
had to make time! If I were to go overtime again, I
couldn’t even imagine what would happen to me.
They couldn’t reverse my transfer, could they? I
could never return to the big city, and I really did
love being a mailman in Kachuda! I walked as fast,
and delivered as accurately as humanly possible, and
was right on time that day, even though we had a
“house-to-house”, which is a circular that has to go
to each mailbox, in addition to the regular load of
letters and magazines. And the worst thing was I also
had a certified letter for Eudora Jordan which required a
signature to deliver!

I made it past Mr. Cronk’s house, walking care-
fully up the very center of his sidewalk and walkway.
As I left, I did see movement from behind the front
window, but the door never opened, and I let out a
sigh of relief. I felt like Odysseus in the old mythic
saga, having to pass by various monsters to arrive
back home intact- I had made it by the Cyclopes, aka
Mr. Cronk, and now I faced the more formidable
(and time consuming) Siren, better known in
modern times as Eudora Jordan!
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Eudora’s house was actually a very nice home,
befitting the wife of a local surgeon, and no one
would ever suspect such a person resided within! I
was doubly worried, since I had a certified letter for
Eudora herself! Such a letter required a signature,
and if I rang that doorbell and she answered- how
much time would that take!!?? I approached her door
with a feeling of doom.

I was on the porch of the house just before
Eudora’s, when her door opened! I drew back into
the doorway of the house I was at, and then (I am
ashamed to say this) jumped down off of the porch
to the ground, just behind their bushes! It was an
instinctive reaction- I had seen my hazard appear
before me, and had spontaneously reacted by
furtively hiding. But I exacerbated my crime, by
standing motionless behind the bushes, and peering
out towards Eudora’s house.

She looked to the left, almost as if she knew I
might be hiding somewhere, and then to the right.
She looked around again when she came down the
steps from her porch, and looked searchingly
towards her neighbor’s house, seemingly right where
I was hiding! Then, satisfied that there was no one
about who could use a good lecture on the dangers
of dogs and bad politics, she set off on her bicycle
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down the road. She took that bicycle everywhere in
Kachuda- over the years I would see her at music
festivals, restaurants, the library, and even in
surrounding towns all over Gennessee county,
always carried there by her bicycle, which was a
single speed, wide tire variety not made since the
1950’s. She must have been in phenomenal shape!
And she always looked very nice, dressed in the
latest styles, hair and makeup all done up like the
stylish wife of a prominent M.D.. The illusion would
only be broken when she started to speak, and
everyone would quickly move away…

But that is for another day’s story- on this day, I
shamefully crawled from the bushes, and went to
Eudora’s house, which was now vacant! I slipped the
#3849 form notifying her of how I had attempted to
gain her signature but she hadn’t been available into
her mailbox along with her mail, feeling guilty, and
went on with the route. I asked myself what else
could I do? And at least I knew now that I would
make it on time today at least.

A few hours later, I was back in the office in
plenty of time. I was going through my mail, putting
the “forwards” and the “no obvious value” mail into
the appropriate slots, putting away my rubber bands
and big leather mail satchel, when I heard a commo-
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tion up at the front window. The front window was
where the clerks stood, selling stamps, and mailing
parcels for the public. It was usually a very crowded,
yet very civil and quiet place, with only murmured
conversation and the rustling of mail and parcels,
and the tiny scratch of signatures being made on
various forms- suddenly, I recognized a very loud,
endless whine of a voice very well!

“I was home- then I found this 3849 form, and I
have to come down here- do you like dogs? Do you
know dogs kill and disfigure people?? Do you
know…” and so it went, the endless speech I was all
too familiar with. I saw Tim run up to the window,
to take care of whatever was happening…

As I stood there, casing the mail for the next day,
I heard Eudora’s voice go on and on. Tim would
occasionally interject “But Ma’am…” and then he
would be drowned out. I have never heard one voice
go on for so long, and so loudly, and so meaning-
lessly; at least when someone else was listening
instead of me! I knew that no one had believed me
this morning, and now I slowly began to smile. I
guess misery does love company!

That evening, I came home and again changed
into my “rags”. I started into cutting, and resolved to
cut until dark again, determined to make at least a
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dent in the tree before night time. Dan’s help had
been a huge step forward the evening before, and I
was grateful, but I was sure I wouldn’t see him back
again. I had been too inept, too much of a talker, and
besides he had done way more than the share a
neighbor should ever have to contribute. And then I
heard the whine of a saw!

It was Dan, which was a wonderful surprise! But
it was Dan and his saw, which was not the normal
sized one from the day before, with perhaps an 18
inch bar. This was a GIANT, Stihl saw from Sweden,
with a bar that was at least 42 inches in length! I
didn’t even know that saws of that size existed- but
apparently they did, at least in the arsenal of one
Dan Wilder of Cowbell Lane.

With that saw, Dan cut through the big log, not
once but several times. He would hold the saw in
place, and hold it there on a high rev for maybe 20
minutes, until he was most of the way through.
Then, he would move down, and cut it again maybe
6 feet down the line most of the way through for
another 20 minutes. This took all of the daylight that
we had left- meanwhile, I just kept limbing, and
“bucking” the logs all around into manageable
chunks of firewood.

I thanked Dan profusely for his help, and told
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him how much I appreciated his saw. He looked at it
lovingly…

“She is a cutter!” he replied to my overlong
speech. And then, waving to me, he got back on his
tractor with his Stihl, and chugged off into the night
towards home. I think his farewell speech to me took
more out of him than all the work he had done
that day.

The next morning, I came into work feeling
pretty good about the downed tree situation, but still
quite apprehensive about “the consequences” from
going overtime two days before. Tiny Tim waved me
over after I had clocked in.

He looked at me gravely as I stood before him,
idly tapping one of his donuts from Gretchen’s
bakery, from which a little cloud of powdered sugar
puffed with each tap. Suddenly, as if fighting against
himself, he picked up another donut coated with
powdered sugar, and offered it to me! This was
something he never, ever did- share food with a
carrier!

Wiping his hands on his napkin, he started in:
“You know, Jess, once my boy Fred…” and he
continued with a long, convoluted tale about his dog
Fred, and how another dog had attacked him- a
much bigger dog. I guess the other dog barked so
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much that Fred had gotten spooked, and the owner
of the other dog had called Fred a little sissy dog- at
this point Tim turned pale, and almost couldn’t
continue.

“ And so, uh, I guess there sometimes is a reason
for things that we can’t control” Tim trailed off.

Then, he pointed to the route I’d case and carry
that day, downtown business route 14. As I went
over to route 14, holding my donut like a Get Out of
Jail free card, I exhaled in relief. I had understood
Tim’s long tale about Fred to mean that yes, well
sometimes an encounter with Eudora could be the
reason for me to go overtime on a route, just as a
big, bad dog could be a good reason for his beloved,
brave boy Fred to back down. It was his way of
saying that sometimes circumstances were beyond
our control.

Later that afternoon, while downtown in
Kachuda on Market Street, I came to the Democratic
headquarter in town. I brought the mail inside, and
was just laying it on the counter, when in walked
Eudora! She didn’t even see me amongst all the
people in the office, and walked up to a woman at a
desk there, already starting in on “Dogs and leashes”
speech.

As I kind of slunk from the office quickly, I heard
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the woman at the desk saying to Eudora “Eudora-
we have heard your concerns often enough. Here is
who you can get help from!” She handed Eudora a
slip of paper, upon which she had quickly written an
address.

Eudora read it, and without a word quickly scut-
tled out the door, and down the road. I had hung
back out of curiosity, and followed her with my eyes
as she bicycled quickly down the road. She stopped a
block or so down the street, parked her bike, and
went inside.

Later in the day, I delivered the mail to that same
address. It was the Republican headquarters in
Kachuda!

That evening, when I got home Dan was already
there! I told him I’d be right out, in way too many
more words than that, and then ran inside.

When I came out in my “rags”, Dan had brought
his tractor around down in the yard, and was just
getting it into position. He gave me a cheerful wave,
and then accelerated the big diesel engine slowly and
surely. More and more he gassed it, and finally the
big log moved a tiny bit, and a bit more, and finally-
it turned! That whale of a tree had turned over on its
back, revealing the uncut side of the log, with three
big notched almost all the way through from the
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other side. Now we could easily cut it into sections,
and move it far more easily- we had tons more work
to do, but for the first time I knew that we could
do it!

We didn’t do too much more that evening but cut
those big cuts through the log, but I felt fantastic. I
went on and on to Dan about I didn’t think we could
ever do it, the tree was just too big, my saw was just
too little, and many, many other things that I’m sure
Dan largely tuned out.

Finally, climbing up on his big tractor, he looked
down at me and said “We-e-e-ll, as I say to the wife,
good tools and no distractions, a man can do
anything!”
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11

TOM PANZER

Marie came through the kitchen door, breathless.
“ I drove up to Sam and Suzy’s house- she

wanted me to feed her dog and cats while she’s gone,
and I got half-way back down…” she had to pause,
she was very agitated.

“Just tell me what happened” I said. It was a day
off, which varied each week- one week it would be
Monday, the next Tuesday, and so on. Once every five
weeks I got a “long weekend”, with Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday off- this was one of those fortunate
weeks, and it was a Saturday.

“I fed the animals, and headed back down” she
gasped, still out of breath “and I was sliding on the
snow on that huge hill, so I got out and left it for
you!” She had walked, slipped, and slid her way
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down that huge hill, and left our old 4-wheel drive
Explorer on the hill.

“I’ll see what I can do.” I promised.
Then, pulling on my heavy boots, with big treads

on the bottom, I went out into the light snowfall.
The sun shone through the snowflakes, and it was
quite pretty. Warm, too for snow- probably about 31
degrees- the half-melted snow would be like grease
underfoot.

And it was slow going! I finally made it to our
Explorer, and got inside. I was glad Marie had
gotten out and back home safe, but this was not
going to be easy. I started the engine, and moved
cautiously down the long, steep, smooth and slick
snow laced blacktop- and started to slide! I went
off the drive- I was steering in the direction of the
skid, but I had almost no control whatsoever. I
went around into a kind of slow spin, with my
brakes utterly ineffective, until I slowly went side-
ways towards a large blue spruce- then, ponder-
ously, the vehicle slowed, and just stopped against
the tree. I couldn’t open the drivers door, but
there was not real damage. I got out the
passenger door side, and slid down the hill to
Cowbell lane.

Before I made it down, there was our neighbor
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Tom Panzer, and if I had ever been happy to see “Mr.
Handy” it was now!

Jumping out of his truck, he met me on the drive.
“Hey Jess- are you all right? I saw the whole thing,
and you are one lucky sumbitch!” He loved this
expression, and used it often.

“I’m fine, but how can I get that Explorer back
down? This drive is slick as ice, and now the truck is
lodged tight against that spruce.”

Tom rubbed his large, strong hands together
eagerly. He loved physical challenges and, above all,
tools!

“I’ll get my winch running!” He went and came
with a long cable, and then I got to watch a handy-
man’s handyman in action.

He took one line, and ran it to another tree. He
took a large pulley from his truck,and after roping it
to the tree, he ran the line through it and attached it
to the rear bumper- then, he took another long rope,
and we tied it to the front bumper. It was like a
geometry problem- we had to pull from the back
with the electric winch on his truck bumper, around
a tree higher up the hill, and pull it UP; then, take
the rope and pull back on it to straighten it out, and
then re-attatch the winch line and pull it out side-
ways. And so on, slowly down the hill, working out
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way around the many trees that covered the slope,
zigzagging down the hill.

It was astonishing, really- even with the proper
equipment that Tom had, I would never have figured
it all out so perfectly! We made it down the hill with
the Explorer unscathed, and back on the drive and
not in the ditch below, where it would have surely
tipped over.

I shook his hand, wincing at his vice-like grip,
and thanked him profusely.

“Sumbitch Jess! That’s what neighbors are for!”
I offered to pay him, but he just laughed.

“Sumbitch! Keep your money, I love doing this
stuff!”

And he did. He was perhaps 15 years younger
than me, but aside from running his own business
building cabinetry with his brother, he constantly
built, and remodeled, and landscaped, and snow
plowed, and hunted- I have never, and never expect
to meet anyone so driven and motivated in my life!
He told me once that he only slept 4 hours per night,
and he’d often wake up too early and just lie there
imagining how he would build various things. He
welded, and built hunting cabins he transported on
his truck to the woods, and remodeled his own
house until it was a marvel of hot tubs, theater
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rooms, an outdoor kitchen and a perfectly manicured
yard complete with bonsai type trees he elaborately
manicured, pools, a little stream run by a pump, and
outdoor buildings by the dozen.

Once I helped him to move a heavy glass window
that he was replacing a smaller window with in his
house. I almost tripped on something in his garage.

“Sumbitch! Sorry Jess, I should’ve warned you,
that is what I use to bend metal with.”

Since then, he has built a whole dedicated shop,
where I’m sure he keeps his metal bender now…

As if he didn’t have enough to do, he later bought
a dedicated Utility vehicle for plowing snow, and
started a business doing that in winter. He built his
own windshield, and made a little heater to fit
inside. He could go up any hill in that thing, and did!

When a snow fell, however, after he went out and
plowed the drives of his customers around the area,
transporting the UTV on his truck, he unloaded it
again on Cowbell lane, and plowed all the drives of all of
his neighbors. For free!

I got in the habit of bringing over his favorite
libation after each time he did this for me. Actually,
it is the favorite libation of almost everyone in
Wisconsin, after beer that is, which curiously Tom
never drank.
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When I drove up his perfectly plowed and mani-
cured, but steep driveway in my old red Studebaker, I
didn’t feel nervous at all about the vertical climb, up
or down. If I ran into trouble, I knew that Tom would
know what to do, and I’d be fine.

I rang the front bell, and soon his attractive wife,
Lara, came to the door. I smiled and handed her a
bottle of brandy, Tom’s and her drink of choice.

In a high, musical voice she sang out “Sumbitch!
Thank you so much Jess!”
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12

HILLBILLY HUNTERS

Directly across from our house on Cowbell lane was
a long, long drive. Perhaps 1/2 of a mile straight
back, and then up a long slope into the woods on the
hill. This is where the Stevenson family lived, with
Richard, Sandra, and their two twenty something
grown boys. They are the nearest thing you can get
to being hillbillies, here in the north!

One quiet, summery Sunday morning, Marie and
I were sitting on the back porch, reading. Our porch
was open to the yard, and totally private. We looked
out onto our woods, and the little paths that I, and
the deer have cut into them over the years. It was
very peaceful indeed.

All of a sudden, the roar of an engine came from
the front of the house. Something was going on on
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Cowbell lane! The engine noise would get louder,
louder, and then really loud- then it would recede. I
went to the front of the house to investigate.

“Wh-e-e-e-e-e!” shouted Sandy from the back of
a four-wheeler. Rich was driving, and he saw me and
waved. They were “walking” their two black lab
dogs! They would go down the hill in front of their
house as fast as possible, and the dogs would chase
them, barking like mad. Then, turning suddenly at
the bottom of the hill, they let the dogs catch up,
and then they tore back up the hill as fast as they could,
whooping and hollering at the top of their lungs!

I shook my head, and went back to our erstwhile
peaceful porch to tell Marie what had happened to
our quiet Sunday morning. Marie looked at me, and
shook her head in much the same manner as I had
just shook mine when I saw the “game” my hillbilly
neighbors were playing. Besides being incredibly
dangerous, and noisy, the game seemed really inap-
propriate for a married couple in their 50’s… espe-
cially since they did it for hours at a time!

The next morning, I was casing my mail, getting
ready to enjoy a day of beautiful weather to carry
mail in. Beside me was Fred, on route 5, singing as
he did most mornings! He really had a resonant,
beautiful voice, which he enjoyed regaling us with on
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a daily basis. Old song hits from the 50’s was his
specialty, and he did a really excellent Elvis Presley
imitation.

“One for the money, one for the show, three to
get ready now mailman go!” And so he would go,
substituting words pertaining to postal things when-
ever it occurred to him. It was always entertaining,
and sometimes one or a couple of us would join in,
harmonizing on the verses.

This particular morning, however, supervisor
Tiny Tim must have been a little hung over, or
something else was bothering him. Perhaps his dog,
Fred, had given him the cold shoulder… He finally
got up from his desk (that was startling right there,
since he usually just sat there all morning) and
stalked over to us, and right behind Fred on
route 5.

“Stop it! Stop it!! You’re making a ruckus and a
commotion!!” he shouted to Fred’s back, hands on
hips.

Fred stopped, in fact we all stopped. We looked at
Tim, his bright red face frowning, and then we all
just turned away and resumed our mail sorting. Tiny,
looking like he’d just triumphed over an attacker,
strutted back to his desk, if strutting is something a
man about 100 pounds overweight can achieve.
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He had no sooner sat back down at his desk, than
Fred started in:

“You ain’t nothin but a Tiny, shoutin all the time,
You ain’t nothin but a Tiny, shoutin all the time…”

Fred’s voice had never sounded so loud, and so
enthusiastic! Tiny jumped up, looking as if he was
going back over to Fred’s case again, but then we all
joined in:

“You ain’t never cased a letter then you ain’t no
friend of mine!”

I never saw Tiny Tim move so fast as he did then,
just to get out of the office!

Later that Fall, it was time for gun deer hunting
season! As I’ve said before, this is a bigger holiday in
the driftless zone around Kachuda than all other
holidays combined, since virtually everyone is an
avid deer hunter. And the bigger the buck, and the
larger the “rack” or antlers, the better! Guys would
dream all year about that “big buck” they were going
to shoot…

Rich and Sandy from across the road and way up
the hill were even more extreme than most. They
both took off work at the Footwear factory for the
whole duration of the season, which was about two
weeks of solid hunting for them, and for both of
their boys. Their boys, Bill and Bob were if anything
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even more avid hunters than their dad, and when
that long-awaited date arrived, Rich, Bill and Bob
took off as fast as if they were deer themselves to
hunt a little further north.

Usually Sandy went along, carrying her rifle right
along with her menfolk. This one year, though, she
stayed behind. She was not feeling too well, and
thought for once she’d stay home in a peaceful house
by herself.

“Well, Jess” said Rich later, “We hunted and tried
driving the deer, we tried everything, but we never
saw a one!”

He had just driven up with his boys in their
truck. They all looked glum.

“I guess no venison this year for us- dang it!”
I smiled at him, and just pointed up the hill

towards his house up on the hill.
It was a long way back, but even from where we

were on Cowbell lane, you could make out the huge
rack of antlers atop a giant buck deer, hanging from a
stout tree branch in the Stevenson’s front yard.

“Sandy was napping in the morning yesterday, in
her bathrobe, when she heard something outside.
She went on out, and there was this buck in the back
yard, right up against the woods. She went back in,
got her rifle, and shot it from the back porch! I
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helped her hang it up for butchering, just yesterday.
And what a rack!”

I really thought those boys would be happy, all
that venison and the really nice rack, but if possible,
they looked even more glum.
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13

I SWITCH ROUTES

The post office had done it again! I had been on the
same mail route for over 16 years, and I loved it.
Also, I believed the people I served on old route 6
were happy to have me as their regular mailman- I
was a familiar face that could always be depended
on. Many waited at their doors to greet me on a daily
basis, and I had seen little kids grow up, get married,
and get their own houses on my route! I planned to
stay on that route, walking miles and miles every
day, until I retired.

But the the postal bureaucrats at the highest (and
thereby most clueless and inept level) had deter-
mined that all walking routes were to be assigned
small vans that were not even set up for mail deliv-
ery. Rather than get vehicles with right hand drive as
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we had always had to better service curbside mail-
boxes, and also for safety and efficiency as we were
always driving up to houses and getting out with
parcels- these were standard left hand drive, and also
lacking sliding doors, so we had to stop, open the
door into traffic, and exit the vehicle into into that
traffic lane.

Instead of a tray on which to set our mail as had
proved to be so efficient for many, many years, now
we had only a standard car seat! The whole thing
was such a fiasco that, for the first time in my entire
career, I found myself dreading going into work, and
actually hating for the first time the job I had always
loved! The vehicles were that bad.

It was a late winter day, and I had just loaded up
my new, too-small, horrible van with my mail for the
day. I estimated that, delivering with that inefficient
vehicle, my route took on average 45 minutes longer
each day, which of course management would never
agree with. Frustrated, I went back into the office to
complain to the supervisor. I would have gone right
to the postmaster of the month, but he was already
locked into a useless teleconference, and would not
be available for actual postal business for hours, it
at all…

Tiny Tim Travers was at his supervisor’s desk.
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Nothing at all was on that otherwise empty desk
save a cup of coffee, and a donut on a little napkin.

Tim looked up at me, and said somewhat defen-
sively “I’m just getting ready to greet the day!”

I glanced at the clock- it was 10:45 AM. What
had he been doing since he started at 5:30 in the
morning?

“Look Tim- I know I’ve brought this up before,
and so have all the other carriers, but those new
vehicles, those tiny little left hand drive vans, are
awful! There is really not even enough room in them
for all the mail, without just jumbling it all on top of
itself…”

I would have gone on, but Tiny Tim interrupted.
“I don’t want to hear it! It’s out of my hands- just
deliver your route, and make sure you’re back in
eight hours!”

“Well, that won’t happen!” I ejected as I walked
away, frustrated. How could our management be so
bad as to make us hate a job we loved, just by
making terrible decisions, and constantly getting in
our way? It was maddening- our only real problem
was our own management. Talk about a recipe for
disaster!

I headed out on that frigid day towards my route.
The van slipped and slid on the snow covered
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streets; it was also terrible to drive in snow. Not a
good idea for a vehicle in Kachuda! I fretted- what
was I going to do?

I have always believed that I have a guardian
angel. When things look bleak, something always
happens to give me an alternative, a way to solve the
situation. And this time was no different.

That afternoon I came back in the dark, about an
hour late. It had been terribly frustrating as usual,
deliveries that used to seem effortless now seemed
actually painful. What I would have given for my old,
right hand drive truck with the sliding doors and all
of that room for parcels- even given the anemic
heater that felt like the exhalations of a mouse.

I went inside the office, and then towards my
case. On the way there, I saw a sign on the time
clock- “Route 14 up for bid”. A light bulb went on in
my head!

Route 14- the Eagle Bluff island route? I thought
of old Christian Rosen who had retired from that
route earlier that year- he had been the number one
in seniority in the whole post office- in fact, he was
routinely called #1! He had had the all driving, or
“mounted” route 42, in perhaps the most scenic part
of Kachuda!

A number of mounted routes had come up during
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my 16 years on route 6, and I had never been
tempted to bid one, to my fellow carriers astonish-
ment. I actually liked walking, even given the occa-
sional foot and knee pain, and was used to buying 3-
4 pairs of shoes per year. But mostly, it was the
people- I was devoted to the people on that route,
and could not imagine leaving them behind.

“Oh well”, I thought, “I’m sure I won’t get it
anyway! Route 14 is probably the best route in the
office, and there are at least ten carriers senior to me
at this point. But I’ll fill out a bid card anyway.” And
I did, there and then.

One week later, I found out I had gotten the
route! I believe the only reason I got it over the other
guys senior to me is that is was just before Christ-
mas, and the weather was really, really harsh that
winter. No one wanted to learn a new route before
Christmas with all of the mail volume at that time.
And no mail carrier wants to leave his route just
before his patrons give him Christmas gifts! They
tend to be very generous to their mailman if they like
him or her, and those holiday gifts and treats are
very welcome, especially at that time of year.

Of course, I had mixed feelings- I was leaving
“my” little corner of Kachuda of 16 years, a place I
spent more time in than I did at home. When I’d see
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someone on the route, I would say goodbye, and
how much I’d enjoyed serving them over the years.
There were lots of hugs, some tears, and wishes of
luck. And then, a week before Christmas, I started
my new route!

It was overwhelming! After all those years
knowing exactly what I was doing, every name and
address, and all the ins and outs of that old route 6,
to start over in a part of town I had rarely even
visited, and had NEVER delivered on even as a
substitute- well, let’s just say it was hard… Since it
was a driving route, I covered about twice as many
houses as I had when walking, so there were many
more names and addresses to commit to memory. In
addition, since it was on an island, those street
names were all completely different from any others
in town- it was even difficult to find my way around!
I thought more than once about how “you can’t
teach an old dog new tricks”, but I persevered.

If you have never sorted a new mail route, in an
area you aren’t familiar with; well, it’s like sorting
thousands of puzzle pieces into a puzzle that has no
picture, and under extreme time pressure. A
headache is guaranteed, as is the feeling of “no time
for anything”!

But, when I finally got the mail sorted and ready,
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( I was only about 2 and 1/2 hours late leaving that
morning- more pressure!), I breathed a sigh of relief.
My new/old mail truck was just like my old, pre-
worthless van one- a real mail truck, set up to deliver
mail! Since I drove and delivered to rural boxes now,
they had to let me have one of these.

Also, given the volume of mail, and especially the
many parcels now on this new route, the room was
vital- this truck was about 4 times as big as the van,
and I needed every inch. What a joy when I got it all
loaded, although I had no idea in what order to stack
all the packages, since I really didn’t know the
sequence of the route at all yet. But as I drove away
from the post office on that sunny, cold winter day, I
felt very pleased. I had a long, leisurely drive up to
Eagle Bluff island, and tension seemed to melt from
me as I drove along the backwaters to the start of
my new route. My guardian angel had come
through!

“Anything you need to know about the island,
you talk to me!” said Ellen.

Ellen was the first person I met on my new route,
right near the very south end of the island. I believe
she had been waiting for the “new mailman”.

“ I know everyone here, and they know me.
What’s your name? You can’t be a new mailman-
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you’re too old!” she said, looking pointedly at my
now snow white hair.

“Jess Thornton- nice to meet you ma’am” I
responded.

“I’m Ellen, you can read my last name right on
the mail, and anything you need to know, just let me
know!”

I really never needed to let her know, she was
always there, by her mailbox, by the neighbor’s
houses when she watched them when they were
gone, walking her little dog up by the sailboat club
park, and even cutting me off with her car when she
just had to tell me something about someone! Luck-
ily, there as virtually NO traffic on the island during
the day, so usually we were the only two vehicles
around. I don’t believe she could drive anywhere
except on the island, since she was so elderly. But
there, where there was nothing moving to hit, and
where everyone knew to watch out for her anyway,
she drove slowly all around, stopping at will in the
road to check out something, and even getting out
and walking away for a bit. Ellen was one of the
island “characters”.

I made it through my first day, and I was elated!
Although it was past dark when I finished, and most
of the other carriers had gone, I could see already
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that my ship had come in. Soon, I would know this
route pretty well, and why then- I could already feel
old aches and pains in my feet and knees dwindling.
Walking all day, every day, loaded down with a
satchel full of mail for miles and miles- it really does
a number on your feet! I mean, exercise is really
good for you, but this boils down to too much exer-
cise, which is bad for you, long term. And I had done
it for over thirty years at this point, and it was time
to stop the pounding of my feet.

Even a driving route includes lots and lots of
exercise, but it is more interval in nature. You drive,
you stop and go up to a house with a package or two,
you drive, and repeat. All day long. It is much more
forgiving of joints and tissues! I could see continuing
with this for as long as I’d like! But, I did still miss
all the folks on my old route in town, old route 6…

That night, I received a bizarre phone call at
home. I went to our old rotary phone on the wall,
where it had hung for 30 years. We don’t get new
technology just to be new- the old phone worked fine
for us!

“Hello?” I inquired.
“Hello- is this Jess Thornton of the Post Office

Department?” said a male voice.
“Why-yes. Who is calling?”
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“This is Chris Parker- Kachuda Chronicle- we would
like to do an article on you. Human interest, no big
deal, heard you were switching routes in town,
people from your old route called.”

“Well, I don’t mind” I said. I was really shocked,
though!

“When can we meet you- on your old route?” he
asked. “I’d like to get some photos!”

This really had started to sound strange! But, oh
well…

“As a matter of fact, it turns out that tomorrow is
my day off on this new route. I’ve only carried it for
one day so far…”

“Fine, fine! Where is a good spot- heart of the
route kind of thing?”

I knew just the spot- right at a curve on Pearl
street, with quaint little houses on both sides, and
big trees. I told him where.

“10:00?” he said.
I looked at Marie, who was watching me quizzi-

cally from the kitchen table.
“Sure” I said.
“We’ll see you there! Oh- and wear your uniform-

Goodbye!” He hung up.
I looked at Marie. “We’ll see you there?” Then I

explained what had just happened.
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The next morning, I got in my weathered red
truck and headed off to my old route, in the heart of
Kachuda. I parked by the familiar houses on Pearl
Street, and got out into the deserted snow covered
street. I slammed the heavy truck door, and looked
around- it was like coming home again.

Almost immediately, up drove two cars, both
with La Crosse Chronicle graphic emblazoned on the
sides. They both climbed out, and one came right up
to me with a big smile, and a pad of paper in his
hand.

“Chris Parker!” he said. He was a good looking
younger man, probably 20 years younger than my 55
years, with an engaging manner. He questioned me
with general questions about my experiences in the
postal service, while the other man, a fellow named
Gabe I later learned, was unloading a really large
camera from the back of his car.

While Chris asked me what seemed to be a really
lot of questions, Gabe came over and started
shooting photos of me!

He’d say “Turn to the left! Open your coat a little,
and look up a little more- great!”

It was actually quite embarrassing, and I hoped
the people inside didn’t look out and see their old
mailman, who probably appeared to be dancing
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around on the sidewalk in front of two men and a
camera!

Finally, they were both done. Both looked quiet
pleased with the outcome.

“This one is really great!” said Gabe, showing a
photo in his viewfinder to Chris, who looked and
agreed.

“Isn’t this just a small human interest story or
something?” I asked.

They looked at each other, and then back at me.
“Sure, Jess, sure!” said Chris. “But now I have to

interview some of the folks on your old route!” And
he shook my hand, smiled at us both, got back in his
car, and took off.

“Nice to meet you” said Gabe. He took one more
look into his viewfinder, smiled at what he saw, and
then said “See you in the papers Jess!” And then he
was gone as well.

I looked around slowly and nostalgically. I had
spent many happy days and years here delivering
mail to this quaint and friendly neighborhood- what
would it be like in a completely different part of
town? I took a leisurely tour of my old route, at each
house of which there was a memory to go with it.

The next morning, I was getting ready for work,
already feeling a little apprehensive about my second
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day on the route! I always got up quite early, about
two hours before I needed to leave for work, since I
worked out in the early mornings, showered and ate
a large breakfast. I had always done this pretty regu-
larly, but now that I was driving rather than walking,
I figured it would now be essential!

I was just heading into the shower when the
phone rang, something it never does at 5:00 in the
morning! It would be the first of many calls
that day…

“Jess!” was shouted in my ear- “Have you seen
the paper yet?” It was our good friends, Matt and
Vic, both talking, or rather yelling at once.

“I don’t get the paper” I said, “but let me guess-
am I in it somewhere?”

“THE WHOLE FRONT PAGE!!” they both
exploded.

I had to sit down. The front page? A story about a
mailman switching routes?? This was crazy!

They both kept chattering on, they seemed much
more excited by this than I was- but then, it was a
complete surprise to them. They had just gotten the
newspaper from out by their mailbox, and taken one
look- it was their good friend looking back at them!
They offered to bring their copy over.

I took one look at the cover of the Kachuda Chron-
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icle and had to laugh. My photo, there on Pearl Street
from the day before, covered over 1/2 of the front
page! And my “story”, written by Chris, filled the
rest of the front page, and was continued at length
on the back. There were numerous interviews of
people whose homes and addresses I knew very well,
and there were such glowing tributes I even
wondered if they were talking about me.

The craziest part is that even I couldn’t believe
the photo was me, because it looked so much better
than me! Gabe, the photographer from the newspa-
per, must have been a genius, since he got a certain
angle in the photo that made my waist seem impos-
sible tiny, and my shoulders really broad. It kind of
looked like a male model- but not really me.

Auggie summed it up when she, coming into the
kitchen from upstairs, looked at the paper, looked at
me, and then asked “Daddy, is that you??” It was
crazy, but there it was- it appears Gabe was a genius
photographer.

The next day, when I came into work, it was very
strange- folks I’d worked with for 30 years seemed
standoffish, and even a little afraid! Some were more
like Gary Stevens, who had worked inside the
Kachuda post office for over 40 years- he came by
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me, pushing a hamper full of mail, and stopped
suddenly.

Instead of saying hello or good morning, he
glared at me. “What makes you so great??!!”

Somehow, the fact that the photo looked so much
better than I really did also seemed to make people
kind of mad. It was like I was somehow “putting on
airs”, at least within the confines of the Kachuda
post office! I went and sorted my routes mail, and
since I was still so new that took my mind off of
everything else, pretty much- (A headache will do
that for you!)

Actually, the whole post office was quite quiet
that morning, and hardly anyone said a word about
the article. I think no one really knew what to say- I
knew I didn’t! It was unheard of for a mailman to get
such recognition just for doing his job, especially in
such a public manner. And I get it, it just didn’t seem
fair that I should get it, and no one else in the post
office, even workers who had been there far longer!

But, when I left for my new route, once again my
troubles seemed to melt away as I took the long,
rural drive up to Eagle Bluff island. At least my life
was going to physically easier from now on!

When I got to my first stop, I was surprised: the
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people from that house, whom I hadn’t met yet,
were waiting for me in the cold!

“Hi Jess! We’re the Rockland’s, Jill and Ben, and
we just want to welcome you to the island- great
write-up in the paper!”

And so it went, all day long. I might be persona
non grata in the post office, at least temporarily, but I
was a celebrity on the island! It actually served a
wonderful purpose, in that I was instantly intro-
duced to all of my new patrons or customers at once;
they all knew my name, and believed me to be trust-
worthy and a good mailman for them from the very
start- I didn’t have to spend years gradually getting
to know them all and prove myself. So, from that
standpoint, the newspaper story was wonderful gift.

All day long, I gradually felt better and better
about it all. Some folks from my old route 6 even
drove all the way out to congratulate me! This was
wonderful, since I still felt bad about “abandoning”
them… but they seemed to really like having their
neighborhood featured in the story, along with the
island. And I knew my fellow workers, they’d turn
my “celebrity” into a joke to pester me with before
the week was up, once they got over their jealousy.

Late that day, when it was just twilight, I pulled
up to one of my last stops. A man and his wife were
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waiting by their mailbox in their car, heater running.
The window went down, and they both peered out
at me.

“Are you the mailman in the newspaper today?’
the man asked.

I nodded, and handed him his mail. The man and
his wife looked at one another, incredulously.

“You don’t look like him!”
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14

A GOOD GIRL'S NAME!

Early on in my career in Kachuda at the Post Office, I
was assigned to one of my favorite routes, route 6 in
the heart of the south side residential district. Later
on, I got this route by bidding on it, by seniority. But
at this point, I was still new to Kachuda, and had lost
all the seniority I had gained in Chicago by transfer-
ring, and would be doing different routes all the time
for quite some time.

I walked in one sunny summer morning, and
“Tiny” Tim Travers spotted me at the time clock.

“Route 23 today, Jess!” he boomed loudly. Tiny
always spoke very loudly, as though we were all hard
of hearing, and he also came right up to your face
when he wanted to talk to you.

“Jess- look at this photo of Fred Nicholas
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Travers”! Tiny Tim always showed us photos of his
dog, or his son as he literally referred to him.

This photo was typical: it showed a scroungy
little animal, the kind that is so ugly that it is
supposed to be cute. It was on the table in Tim’s
house, and eating cake and ice cream from a plate!

“It was my boy’s birthday yesterday” he started
enthusiastically “and we had quite a “do” for him.
Just turned three, and, yes indeed-ily, that boy is
growing like a weed! Oh, Abel- you’ve got to see
this…” and he strode off to Abel Haugen’s case,
which is the conglomeration of little cubby holes
with which each route was afforded. We would stand
at our cases all morning, and sort the letters into
smaller cubbies, and then the “flats”, which is the
word used for magazines and newspapers. The
sorting took 2-4 hours, depending on the route, and
could be very stressful if you did not know the route,
as you struggled to memorize the order of addresses
and streets that you had never even been on before!

After a while, however; especially when you were
finally granted your own route, the sorting part was
actually rather pleasant. You barely needed to glance
at a name, and the address would pop into your
head. And your practiced hand would already be
moving to that spot on the case where the letter
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needed to go. And all the while, the vast majority of
us were… happily talking away!

Never had I , before the post office, seen grown
men, really old ones at that, just a few years shy of
retirement- acting like they were 8 or 9 years old!
This is literally true- in Chicago I saw it, here in
Kachuda as well; and over the years in any post office
I visited, or in talking with anyone who worked in
another post office… all the postmen acted like little
kids in the office! Teasing each other, joking, prac-
tical jokes- it never stopped. And, in those days, the
minimal amount of management we had pretty
much completely ignored it, except when they
decided to join in! At that point, they were happy
children just like us.

At any rate, I headed over to route 23, knowing
by reputation already that it was a “piece of cake”
type of route. Old Charlie Walters was on vacation,
and he’d been on the route for almost 11 years. I was
feeling pretty good right now, especially as I noticed
that the routes on either side of it, 22 and 24 of
course, were manned by Jimmy and “Weasel”. I
would be entertained by Jimmy teasing the “Weas”
all morning- this could be fun!

I glanced back at Abel’s case, and chuckled at the
sight of that kind old man patiently listening to Tim
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go on and on about his dog son, knowing that Abel’s
wife was in the hospital in a bad way. He never spoke
about himself at all.

“Hey Weas!” shouted Jimmy. “Wanna hear a
song”?

And without pausing for an answer, he’d start
singing; at least singing is what it was supposesd to
be… but Jimmy’s reedy, quavering voice coming
from his unnaturally skinny body and through his
long, thin nose was very irritating indeed; especially
to the Weasel, who had to hear it every single day he
came to work.

“The itsy bitsy spider went up the water spout,
Down came the rain and washed the spider out.
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain
And the itsy bitsy spider went up the spout

again!”
And this would go on, and on, and on… until the

Weasel (how he got that name was never explained,
since he did not resemble a weasel in any way, and
was in fact a reliable, efficient worker, and not really
one to talk much at all). But, however it happened,
he was the “Weas” for his entire career, which
wound up being well over 40 years in Kachuda post
office, carrying mail.

Eventually, as we all waited with tense anticipa-
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tion, the endless singing- sometimes replacing spider
with weasel, and rain with mail- would be punctu-
ated by Weasel finally shouting out in irritation.

“Just shut it, Jimmy!” he would shout in exas-
peration.

And Jimmy would, after giggling awhile, and
talking to himself about how Weas was a poor sport,
and maybe he shouldn’t have just gotten married
(Jimmy was a life long bachelor, in fact living with
his mother until about the age of 50). But now, he
was just a young man, and, being young, within
about 15 minutes he’d be at it again-

“The itsy bitsy spider…”
And it’d be deja vu all over again, as the saying

goes.
After a few hours of this, casing mail and

sweating in concentration to memorize the case
street names and addresses (names would come
later!), I would finally “Pull down” my mail,
bundling the flats in one pile and the letters in
another with small leather straps and/or rubber
bands. Then, taking an ancient canvas push cart that
had probably been manufactured 50-100 years ago, I
would push this cart on its noisy, creaking metal
wheels outside to load my little, blue army surplus
jeep.
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This wasn’t that much after the end of World War
2, and the post office was very practical and efficient
in those days! (They are not at all now; now the
USPS is a huge, corrupt bureaucracy, loaded with
very highly paid executives that have pretty much
decimated the Postal Service, and take none of the
blame for the extreme damage they have caused to
the service itself, and to the very communication
infrastructure of this country). But that is all very far
in the future; I much prefer to remember the United
States Postal Service as it was in my day and before.
Back when it was a paragon of efficiency, by far the
most highly regarded of any governmental depart-
ment or service, and a mainstay of our communities
both large and small, nationwide!

After loading my small jeep with all my mail, and
putting the parcels in some kind of order, I’d be off
to the route. All the mail that would fit would be on
a tray to my left; the remainder would be in back
with the parcels. The jeeps were all right hand drive,
which made them very, very efficient for delivering
both the mail to rural mail boxes, and for delivering
parcels safely on busy roads. (Again, many years
later this efficiency and safety common sense was
discarded, and the modern INefficient and bungling
set of self-serving managers that have taken over the
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USPS by inserting themselves into made up jobs;
fake, highly paid jobs that pay out huge bonuses to
those same managers for meeting counter-productive
goals that they make up themselves. Most goals
include forcing employees to work harder, not better,
and involve slowing down the mail through endless
large scale automation and centralization- even when
it can be proven that what they are doing is less effi-
cient and slower, they never change- to change is to
admit mistakes, and these self-styled managers
NEVER admit to a mistake.)

But this is the pristine past, the Land of Oz for
the postal service, long before they were taken over
by the curse of the many managers problem. Oh, one
more thing- the vast majority of managers back then
became so because they either could not, or would
not do the actual craft work, which was very
demanding, both in terms of weather extremes,
physical hardship, and even with mental stress in the
mornings casing. But in these halcyon days, Tiny
Tim was the only manager we ever saw! The post-
master, as most of the postmasters throughout my
career, did as little as possible, stayed in his office
reading the paper, and took long lunches and went
home whenever he felt like it. Sometimes he met
with community leaders, but mostly, he just stayed
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in his office, doing very little indeed! And that is
what made the Post Office in those days so efficient-
THE CARRIERS AND THE CLERKS PRETTY
MUCH RAN THE PLACE- there was no real inter-
ference: as long as the customers were happy, the
mail was on time and accurate, why then the
employees were given near complete autonomy to do
their jobs as they knew how best to do it.

And for young me, riding blissfully out on Pearl
Street towards the quaint territory of route 6 in
Kachuda, all of these negative things were not even
yet a glimmer on the horizon. All I needed to do was
to do my job well, cheerfully, and with a good atti-
tude; and then a good career, a good reputation, and
good friends would all be forthcoming. I knew all
this, and was set upon achieving it for both myself
and Marie.

I started off the route on 9th Street, in the center
of the old residential section of town- this was a
great “beginner’s” route, especially for casing in the
morning, since the street names were so orderly. 9th
Street off of Pearl street- first carry the 1,2, and 300
blocks; back to the jeep. Pick up another load of
mail, and carry the 4,5, and 600 blocks up the
“evens” of the house numbers, and then back down
the “odds” to the jeep. Drive up Pearl street one
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block west to 10th street, and repeat… even time to
daydream a bit, and plan as I walked. A day like this,
lots of people would come out to get their mail
personally, and to say hello.

“Where’s Mr. Walters today?” some would say. I
would respond with the vacation information, smile
and move along on my daily rounds. I could just
imagine how nice it would be if someday, people in
Kachuda would call out to some new young carrier-

“Hello young man! Where is Mr. Thornton
today??”

It doesn’t sound like much, but to a young man
fresh to his dream town from a big city far away, the
prospect of really belonging like that was an enticing
possibility!

And so, I went through the streets and walked
them all on this pleasant, not overly hot summer
day- 9th, 10th, 11th and then 12th street. At this
point, Pearl Street veered off to the left, and then
curved back again, breaking up the monotony of
perfectly straight roads; another of the many scenic
touches that are everywhere in Kachuda. The
imposing wall of high bluffs that encloses the east
side of the city, and the rivers, all three of them, on
the west side. And the antique wrought iron street
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lights, old hitching posts, and brick streets all add to
the feel of timelessness.

At Pearl and 12th, I was at the perfect spot for
lunch, I judged. I unpacked my lunch box, opened
the sliding door all the way to enjoy the breeze, and
put a book from the library on the steering wheel
and attached it artfully with rubber bands to the
wheel- this was something I’d figured out early on-
the best way to eat, hands free, and still eat at lunch
was with this method! And the one thing a mailman
always has plenty of is rubber bands!

As I read and ate, a cool breeze blowing through
the opened sliding door of the jeep, I noticed a young
girl and boy walking towards me. They had come out
the door of a nice little cottage of a house, and the
boy appeared to be a couple of years younger than
the girl. He had brown hair, hers was a very light
blond. They stopped at the jeep.

“Hello” said the little girl, who looked to be
about 5 or so. “Where is Mr. Walters?”

Again, I answered the expected query about
Charlie Walters. They were both still looking at me.

“How old are you?”asked the little boy. I told him
I was 25, at which point his eyes got big and round.

“That’s really old!” he said. “ But Mr. Walters
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told us he is 100!” “I’m three, and she- “ he pointed
at his sister “She’s Laura”.

“Oh- nice to meet you both” I said. “And your
name is-“

“Will.” responded Laura. “Will is just a baby, but
I am five! And some day, I am going to be a nun!”

“I am not a baby- I’m big big BIG!” said Will.
And so, I met Laura and Will Mosby. I was to

watch them grow up, over the years- later, when the
route they lived on was mine, I would see them
almost daily off and on. And I will say, both were
delightful kids, very much alike. But for right now, I
did not see them again for a number of years.

I was on another route, another day, and from a
tiny little cottage on the edge of the river shot out
two little tykes- one a blonde girl, the other a brown
haired boy. They ran out to the jeep, coming excit-
edly to get the mail, as so many children did!

“Can I have the mail?” she asked. The boy, who
was of course her elder brother I found out later,
hung back, quite shy.

Not so the girl- “I’m Laura- and this is my
brother Wyatt. What’s your name?”

I told them, and this little perhaps 4 year old girl
said “Pleased to meet you, Mr. Jess!”

And taking the mail, Laura gravely handed the
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flats to her brother, and then they both fairly flew
back up to their little house.

These children I also observed in later years, as
the first pair of Laura and Will lived on route 6,
which I got as my route perhaps 4 years later. And
the other two, Laura and Wyatt, were on the route I
got after that, which was the Eagle Bluff island route.

Of course, there was so much going on in my
own life back then, it’s not as if I constantly dwelled
on these two sets of children. But I always enjoyed
seeing them, and couldn’t help noticing the similari-
ties between them. Both had wonderful parents, so
far as I could tell, and the homes they came from
appeared to be loving and stable.

After I had been on the Eagle Bluff island route
for many years, one day I saw Mr. Mosby, Laura and
Wyatts’ father, at the boat landing on the island! I
stopped the jeep and stepped out to shake his hand.
He knew me right away, and came over to greet me.
He had been fishing at the end of the pier, right next
to the sail boat club on the Lake of the Three Rivers.

The gulls were screaming overhead, and an eagle
soared in the distance as we shook hands by the pier
that day.

“So nice to see you, Jess!”
“And you as well!” I replied sincerely, for I had
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always liked the Mosby family of Will, Laura, and
their parents Bill and Bess.

I had indeed become, after a time, the new
Charlie Walters on route 6, and now knew everyone
on that mail route, and a good many of them felt
like my own family. It’s hard to express how
connected you feel with the folks on your route,
after going up to their door every day for years and
years.

After some comments on the weather, which on
that particular day was wonderful, and a few queries
I made about his fishing, I asked him what was fore-
most on my mind.

“So how are Laura and Will? They have to be
about 20 or so now!”

His face lit up, and he started in: “Oh, Laura is
the best child a man could want! You know what
she’s like, Jess- just a little sunbeam she is! And
you’ll never guess what she is now!”

“A nun?”
“You’re right! How did you know??” He appeared

to be utterly surprised; amazed is more like it.
I explained how she had told me that, all those

many years before. He was so surprised I remem-
bered, but I told him that I had seen those kids so
much that they felt like nieces and nephews to me.
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“But how about Will? He never said anything to
me about what he wanted to be.”

Looking down at the ground, he shook his head.
“We haven’t seen him in a couple of years. Where

Laura is the answer to our prayers, and devoted to
God, Will… he appears to be a devil worshipper… In
and out of prison, takes drugs….”

I said I was sorry, and shook his hand again,
explaining I must be off on my appointed rounds.

A couple of years later, I attended a party at the
community center on the Island for Wyatt Langston,
and his sister Laura was of course there as well with
their parents. Wyatt was enlisting in the Navy, like
his dad had, and then he planned to attend the Three
Rivers technical college to study welding and
machine fabrication, which the navy would pay for.
His father just beamed at me, proud as could be.

I asked about Laura, and now the father and the
mother both were beaming at me. Even her brother
Wyatt was beaming at me!

“Oh, Jess- “
And they started in from there. She had a day

care business of her own with the neighborhood
island children, which of course I knew since I saw
them daily, walking to the boat landing, and playing
in the park. But she had also won a State pistol tour-
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nament for men and women, was a volunteer at the
nursing home, and also won a regional fishing tour-
nament along with her dad and brother Wyatt. I had
always known her dad was big into fishing, and both
the kids were crack shots, but this was news to me- I
rarely read the newspaper.

But I had read the story in the paper about her
music ministry at the nursing home in Wild Rose by
me, where she played guitar and sang to all the resi-
dents on a weekly basis. And she planned to enter
nursing school with her tournament winnings, they
told me proudly.

I couldn’t help but think, on the near daily basis
when I saw young Laura at her mailbox, and I asked
her what was new with her…

“Why- nothing Mr. Jess!!”
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15

PACKAGE FOR YOU!

Mr. Christiansen lived in a house on a large acreage
with his wife. I saw him frequently on my daily
rounds, as he was usually riding around his property
on a lawn tractor, pulling a little trailer in which he
kept all of his yard tools. He would stop, look at a
low hanging branch, take out a small saw from his
trailer full of tools, and cut off the offending limb…
then, he would climb back onto the tractor, and
resume his daily rounds. Around and around he’d
go, sometimes mowing, but mostly just inspecting
every inch of his property, every day. Very friendly,
he’d always wave and come bumping along his yard
to meet me at the mail box- this was my driving or
“mounted” route, way up on Eagle Bluff island, and I
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always was thankful for it, after thirty years of
walking!

My interchanges with Mr. Christiansen were
always very friendly, and he liked to talk. I saw him
just about every time I carried mail on the Island,
usually at his rural roadside mailbox. Here is what
almost always transpired:

“Hello Mr. Christiansen.” I’d say “What a lovely
day!”

He would nod his head in affirmation, and always
respond with “Well, what did she order today?”

He’d give a knowing look, and touch the side of
his nose, shaking his head slightly with an expres-
sion of exasperation with her, the aforementioned
Mrs. Christiansen.

I had never seen Mrs. Christiansen, except from a
distance, but I knew that she kept my business at the
Kachuda post office humming along, since she got at
least one package almost every day. And this went on
for years: I’d meet Mr. Christiansen at the mailbox,
and we’d go through the same little dialogue…

One day, however, as I was driving up towards
the North end of the island where they lived, no one
was there to greet me. So, I drove up their long, long
driveway, way back to the waterfront parcel where
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the house was. For just the two of them, it was a
long, very large two story house facing the Lake of
Three Rivers. There was a big garage loaded with
tools all perfectly arranged, a storage shed and fire
pit nearby, all neat as a pin. I got out, and went to
the front door carrying my packages and the mail,
and rang the door bell.

Mrs. Christiansen, a cheery looking elderly
woman with dyed blonde hair answered my ring. I
greeted her, and introduced myself as a substitute on
the route, and offered her the packages, and the days
offering of mail and catalogs. They got a LOT of cata-
logs, which is where she ordered all her packages
from, I thought.

She took the packages and mail from me, and
then, looking at me knowingly, said “I’ll take them,
thank you.” and shook her head with exasperation.
“He orders all this stuff, and he tells everyone that I
do it!”

I was quite surprised, but then I recalled some-
thing- all the catalogs that I delivered orders from
were addressed to Mr. Ira Christiansen!”

In all the many years I delivered mail to Eagle
Bluff Island, this daily exchange never varied.

Mr. Christiansen continued to meet me at his
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mailbox on his tractor, with his little cart behind,
and he never failed to say “What did she order this
time”?
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16

TINY TIM SELLS HIS MOTORCYCLE

“Vic has signed Hildy up for dance classes!” Matt
said to me, as he maneuvered a large log onto our
campfire.

Hildy was my best friend Matt’s little daughter,
just a year younger than my own little Auggie.

“Expensive?” I asked, knowing that to Matt,
whose wife called him “Squeaky” in reference to his
reluctance to part with cash unnecessarily, it
would be.

“Jess, at first I couldn’t believe that Vic did it, but
after a bit I thought heck, if it’s good for my girl so
be it. I want my kids to have it better than I did,
that’s for sure!”

Matt had been raised on a struggling family farm
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in Iowa, and knew what it was to do without. I had
to smile, though- Marie had put Auggie into dance
class the year before, and she was still in it… I had
felt much like him at first, but after watching a few
dance recitals, with the little girls all dressed up so
prettily, and dancing for their parents, it was so
worth it! They were only young once.

Matt handed me one of the beers he had brought
over, and we both just stared at the flames for
awhile, content. It’s remarkable how captivating a
campfire and its flickering flames can be; much more
so than the most elaborate big city show- at least to
us. Tinkering with a fire, watching it, and cooking
over it had to be one of the best stress relievers there
was on Cowbell lane.

There was an engine rumbling up by the house,
and shortly afterwards Vic came down on Matt’s 4
wheeler with Marie riding behind her on the seat.
They were laughing away about something, and then
climbed off the machine and sat in two lawn chairs
by Matt and I. Grinning with contentment, I got up
to throw a big log on the flames- I heard other
engines starting up around the valley, and knew that
the neighbors were beginning to smell the smoke-
soon there’d be a little community laughing and
talking around the fire. It would be a great night.
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The next day was Sunday, and I always went to
the early service since that is when I sang in the
choir. Our little church truly was a “little white
church” in the country, as picturesque as you could
possibly imagine. Marie sang with me in the choir,
but of course sat with the ladies; I always sat next to
Phil or “Flip” Fuchsteiner. His wife Sandy didn’t
sing, and usually came quite late to church; some-
times when it was nearly over. Flip would just look
at me, and shake his head. Sandy was never on time,
for anything, ever.

This morning, as on most Sunday mornings, we
had a featured solo vocal performance by our own
Dorothy. Dorothy was an older woman who was
convinced that she had a special talent for singing,
and she was determined to share it with us, each and
every week! Her specialty seemed to holding high
notes for long stretches, while raising her arms
slowly overhead, and adding more and more vibrato
to her already quavering voice before stopping, and
lowering her head in appreciation for our long
applause… which of course we did not give, being in
church!

“NE-E-E-E-E-A-A-E-E-R-R-R to THE-E-E-E-E-E-
E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E-E” is how she
ended this particular morning. I looked over at
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Marie, who made a point of NOT looking back, but
instead looked straight ahead. I never ceased to both
amazed and amused at the weekly Dorothy
performance.

She lowered her raised arms, bowed her head,
and, as always, walked quickly from the church, as if
she had an appointment with her agent, and was also
afraid to be swamped by all of her “fans”. She didn’t
really like to speak with any of us “audience
members”, and would immediately escape after her
big weekly song.

After the service, we would all shake hands with
the pastor as we left the church sanctuary to go to
the basement for coffee and cookies. Phil and Sandy
made a point of talking to the pastor for a good 5
minutes, so I always tried to give my brief hello and
handshake before them in line. As successful busi-
ness people they made a point of cultivating impor-
tant members of the community, people that would
impress others, and so help them to build their busi-
nesses- they were both in sales.

“I can’t believe the way kids are raised nowadays”
said Flip later, as we sat in the church basement with
a table full of folks. “Dance classes, fancy vacations-
I’ll tell you, I started working when I was 11; so did
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Sandy, and by God we saved every dime! I sure don’t
plan to spoil our Kendra and Cory like that!”

Sandy nodded in agreement, but also gave her
husband a quick look of disgust- they thought alike
about child rearing, but they really did not get along
on anything else.It was kind of startling, and sad too.

Kendra was Auggies age, and they were good
friends. I know Kendra was disappointed when her
parents told her if she wanted to go to dance class
with Auggie and her other friends, well then she’d
have to earn the money herself. Kendra was four at
the time, and her parents were quite wealthy
compared to most of the rest of us, to whom it was a
stretch to spend the money, but they were adamant-
they were not going to spoil their children. And they
sure didn’t!

The next morning, down at the post office, there
was a surprise waiting for all of us. There in the
parking lot was Tiny Tim’s new motorcycle, with a
big FOR SALE sign on it.

After I had punched the time clock, I went up to
Tiny’s desk, around which most of the carriers were
gathered. He had loved that bike so much, we were
all surprised he would sell it. Tiny looked up from
his donuts
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“All right, all right! Yes, my bike is for sale- not
that any of YOU lowly carriers could afford it!” He
smiled thinly; it was well known that Tiny consid-
ered himself to be of a far higher class than us “glori-
fied newspaper boys” as he often called us. Then, his
smile disappeared, and what looked like a tear welled
up in the corner of his eye.

“Truth is, Fred didn’t like riding on it with
daddy!” With which revelation he ended his solilo-
quy, and then, just like the Tiny we knew all too
well, he laboriously got to his feet, and shouted out
“You guys are BURNING DAYLIGHT!”

So back to our cases we went, to sort the days
mail. Interestingly, in those days each case was quite
large, with a number of “wings” that surrounded
each carrier with little cubbyholes in which to sort
the mail into route order. The letters all went into
one part of the case, and the “flats” i.e. newspapers,
magazines, and other large items were put into
another part of the case. This way, the flats could
easily go on your left arm, or in the big leather
satchel hanging from your shoulder. It was a very
efficient system!

Nowadays, all the mail goes into the same tiny
slot, into which it does not fit! This is misguided
modern management of the USPS, which is great at
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mandating inefficiencies that do not work to replace
time-tested, well thought out systems that do work.
It is typical of a corrupt system loaded with far too
many managers, and utterly intent on reducing
numbers of actual workers (carriers and clerks) at all
costs. If you nowadays get your mail late, shredded,
or mis-delivered, don’t blame the mailman- blame
the misguided managers that have made routes
undoably long, with systems of sorting and carrying
that are utterly inefficient; they probably look good
on paper to managers who have never done the job,
but are laughable to those who actually do!

As time went on, Auggie and the Logsden kids
Nora and Nate blossomed into happy, well adjusted
teenagers! The other kids on Cowbell lane also all
seemed to do very well; applying themselves in
school, helping out with chores freely, and were all
into a wide variety of activities in Norse Lake high
school. Auggie and Nora were both in show choir,
where they danced and sang in big productions, and
they loved it! Nate was into sports, and his father
bought him a whole weight lifting set and a power
rack or “cage” to protect him against missed lifts. I
helped Matt put it together in his barn, and it was
not cheap! But as Matt put it to me:

“My boy’s health and happiness are the most
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important things to me! This is his time to grow, to
explore his interests and passions. From there, he
can decide what path to follow in life, then follow
those authentic passions, and not have it be “just
about the money”.”

I couldn’t agree more with that statement!
But just as I watched the kids on my route grow

up and thrive, and the neighborhood kids who were
like little nieces and nephews to me in our Cowbell
lane community, there were some on the route who
did not grow and thrive, but instead went down
darker paths. This was infrequent, but it was always
hard to watch.

Every now and then Auggie would get together
with Kendra. She seemed to grow sadder as time
went on. Her brother did better, on the surface, but
he started to get into trouble at school.

“Well-Hi there, Kendra and Cory! What a
surprise to see you here!”

I was putting the mail into the boxes of a house
that was divided up into apartments on my route,
and who should I see on the porch but the Fuch-
steiner kids! Well, their parents did own this apart-
ment house, as they owned numerous other rental
buildings throughout Kachuda, and in Wild Rose as
well.
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The kids did not look happy. They were
surrounded by brooms, buckets and mops, and
looked to have been doing some serious cleaning.
But I knew that on this beautiful Fall day, the big
football game was on, and a big dance after that,
since Auggie and Nora were both cheerleaders, and
Nate was playing in the game! I thought that ALL
the kids would be there!

“Hi Mr. Stanton” they both said almost as one.
Then, looking at one another kind of nervously,
Kendra said “Well, we have to get back to work!
Mom is coming back in about an hour, and we have
another set of apartments to clean.”

And they both resumed their labors.
I felt so sad for them! I knew they weren’t

allowed to participate in sports or music, since those
didn’t pay money, but surely on this important day
their parents could have let them have fun with their
classmates!

I was in the church choir again, next to Flip. He
really was a wonderful singer, and he always made
sure to sing much louder than anyone else in the
choir. It didn’t really blend that way, but then again,
everyone could hear how good of a singer he was…

“How are Kendra and Cory doing, Flip?” I asked
down in the basement of the church afterwards.
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Flip looked at me over his coffee cup, and
included everyone else at the table in his loud reply.

“Kendra and Cory are doing just great Jess! I’m
proud to say that Sandy and I have instilled a great
work ethic into those kids! It’s probably the very
best gift a parent can give to his children- to know
the value of earning money. I’ve always known it,
Sandy’s always known it, and we’ve stuck to our
guns with those kids.”

He pointed at the entire table, including us all in
his moving finger. “Pick out three things you
wouldn’t mind doing, and then choose your career
by picking the one that pays the most. Life is really
that simple!”

“Speaking of the future, Flip, I am filling out the
FAFSA financial aid form from the government for
college loans for Auggie- what a bear that is! Maybe
you can give me some tips, since you are a finance
guy…”

Flip raised his arm, and addressed us all again. “I
would never fill out that form! I told my kids if they
want to fill it out, go ahead! You’ve got to learn to be
a self-starter!!”

About two months later, both Kendra and Cory
disappeared from Kachuda, and in fact from
Genessee County. Cory joined the military and was
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mobilized into battle overseas, and Kendra ran away
to California. Flip and Sandy had a detective track
her down and bring her back, but she was never the
same, lives in a group home, and to this day has
never had a job as an adult.
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17

BLUE LIGHT SPECIAL

Welcome! Come on in!!” said my good friend and
neighbor Matt, opening wide his front door.

Marie, little Auggie and I stepped in from the
blustering winter weather, and brushed snow from
our clothes. A welcoming sight stood before us- the
Logsdon’s had gone all out, decorating their front
room with runners of pine boughs, and lots of red
and green bows throughout. A fire blazed in the fire-
place, and the Christmas tree was gloriously deco-
rated as well. A strong scent of pine permeated
the air.

Matt took my coat, and Vic handed me a glass of
some hot holiday punch. Whipped cream, cinna-
mon, and brandy was my first impression of that
concoction- delicious! Marie sipped her own glass,
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and smiled, as Auggie ran off with Hildy to play. By
the fire sat most of our neighbors on Cowbell lane-
Dan Wilder waved to me slightly, as if a wider wave
would be just too “loud”, and his Sarah also barely
waved as well. They were not unfriendly at all, just
very, very quiet and undemonstrative to an
extreme!

I crossed over to where Loren and Annette sat,
and leaned against the fireplace.

“Merry Christmas Jess!” said Loren, and raised
his glass.

“Merry Christmas Loren, Annette”- and I indi-
cated all around the room- “Jeff- Jamie-Jim- Ellen-
and especially to our hosts, Matt and Vic!”

With that, we all held up our glasses in a toast,
and I knew this was going to be a fun evening in that
snug little house at the end of Cowbell lane! We
started in to visiting- that was the main occupation
at neighborly get-togethers in that time and place.

“I really like your candles, Marie.” I overheard
Ellen saying.

In our old farmhouse, we had electric candles in
each and every window. It really looked sensational
as you rounded the curve coming down the lane into
the coulee! The only hard part was stringing all the
extension cords throughout the house to supply each
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candle with electricity- really old houses don’t have a
lot of electrical outlets!

I looked out the front window of Matt’s house,
and framed perfectly in the center of his picture
window was Loren’s house. Each year, Loren and
Annette made more and more elaborate Christmas
preparations, and this year they had decided to… go
blue!

ALL of the holiday lights on their house, and
in their yard and even on their garage were all-
blue!

Matt’s eyes twinkled. “Are you having a blue
Christmas Loren?”

Loren reddened, but I could tell he liked the
attention.

“No, he just likes to be a STAR!” said Vic
laughing.

This last was a reference to a huge, roughly 10
feet tall wooden star that Loren had built to put at
the top of the hill he owned- the very crest of the
valley. It was striking, you could see it from
anywhere in the valley, and it was sparkling white
and bright.

Loren smiled, he really thrived on any sort of
attention, and this was right up his alley.

Annette broke in. “Loren is really a hard worker-
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he built all the decorations himself, after working
outside all day building houses!”

“I’m glad he STAR-ted” said Jim, in typical Jim
fashion. He always tried to be the life of the party, in
fact he tried way too hard, but his comments always
fell flat. Still, he never gave up.

The night wore on, very pleasantly, as we drank,
toasted, and chatted, but the overriding theme of the
evening turned out to be the BLUE shade of Loren
and Annette’s house decorations. In fact, I will
confess that I probably told more BLUE jokes than
anyone, and I even caught Marie looking at me
somewhat reprovingly- but what the heck! It was
just Loren’s turn, we were all having fun.

The next day on the route, I was trudging
through the deep snow up to one of the stateliest
homes on my mail route. Mrs. Jordan lived there all
alone, although she was quite elderly. Her husband
had passed away many years ago, and her daughter
came by every day to look in on her and help out. I
always brought the mail inside, at her request.

“Good morning, Mrs. Jordan!” I called as I did
every morning about this time, and knocked on the
back door.

She opened the door after a space. “Hello Jess”
she quavered. “Come in, come in, it’s so cold out!”
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It was probably about 30 degrees, and felt posi-
tively balmy to me in my heavy coat and furred hat,
but I complied. I always spent a little time with her,
since she never got out, and I believe was a bit
lonely.

“Guess how old I am?” she said with a smile.
This was a game I was very wary of- guess too

high, and many women would consider it an insult. I
had always gauged her to be about 85 or so, so I
guessed low on purpose.

“70?”
She scrunched her face into a kind of pleased,

self-satisfied grin- “I’m 98!”
After a bit more of chatting, I bid Mrs. Jordan

farewell, and went back out into the snowy day.
“98?!” I thought. Could it really be?
Later that morning, I looked up on 21st street as

I walked, and there coming down the otherwise
deserted street was an old truck I knew well- it was
Vince Rigaro, or the “Egg Man” as everyone called
him. He delivered eggs on his own “route” much as I
did mail on mine; the difference being I had a regular
schedule and could be expected at a regular time. I
also had mailboxes in which to leave the mail.

Vince was a different sort of character! If he had
any sort of system, it sure didn’t reveal itself to all of
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us that were on his “route”. Sometimes, he’d show
up at your house with eggs, other times he’d meet
you on the road somewhere. And with me, often he
would just show up on my route! He knew pretty
much where I would be, and he would find me.

“Jess!” he shouted out the opened window as he
drove up. “Eggs! Three dozen!”

I smiled. Eccentric as Vince was, he raised
healthy hens with wonderful free range eggs. And he
was always entertaining as well.

“I have eggs for you, eggs for you, Some for you,
and some for your crew!” he sang on this day in a
marvelous, really rich deep bass voice.

The songs always varied, but his big smile and
big voice were a true joy. There was something so
childlike and happy about him; he never seemed
down or sad, although I knew he couldn’t make a lot
of money selling eggs and doing odd jobs. I had met
him in the choir at church, where he was by far the
best singer in the entire congregation, or in all of
Wild Rose at least for that matter!

I paid him, and put the eggs in my old leather
satchel until I got back to my little red white and
blue jeep. I watched him drive off, still singing, and
heard his truck backfire as he pulled out onto Pearl
Street. With his strange system of delivery, he might
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be up in Wild Rose where he lived to deliver a dozen
or two, and then come back down to Kachuda, and
then to the little town of Walton just to the east of
Wild Rose…. There was really no discernible rhyme
or reason. The one thing you knew though- Vince
loved his deliveries, he loved making contact with
people (he seemingly knew everyone in Genessee
county), and he always seemed to be happy!

That evening, as I was driving home from the
Kachuda Post Office in my old red Studebaker, I felt
very pleased. I had my eggs from Vince, and I also
had a pile of Christmas presents from the people (or
“patrons “) who lived on my route. It was really
humbling to receive so many gifts and cards from
folks who were just thanking me for doing my job,
and a job I truly loved at that! It was a hard time of
year in terms of the weather and the heavy volume of
mail and packages, but nonetheless very satisfying.

Heading north of Wild Rose on the last few miles
of my commute, I was always somewhat amazed at
my good fortune at living in such a scenic, peaceful
area. The snow covered hills and bluffs along Norse
Lake Coulee road soothed me as I traveled the
winding rural road, and the only sound was the slap
of my windshield wipers on the windshield and the
anemic blower of the too-small heater in the truck.
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I rounded the last turn, and swerved off into
Cowbell lane- there in the distance I could just begin
to make out the twinkling lights of home; the little
electric candles that flickered in each windowpane…

But wait- something was wrong! And then I
knew, all at once, and I broke out into a big grin.
Each and every candle gleaming in my house
windows was a bright BLUE!

Loren had had the last laugh. I learned later that
Annette invited Marie and Augie over that afternoon
so Auggie could play with their own little children,
Katy and Karl. And while they were there, Loren
slipped over to our house, went inside (no one on
Cowbell lane ever bothered to lock their doors), and
switched every lightbulb for a blue one!

My grin became a little rueful, I’m sure, when I
reflected that I, Jess Eden Thornton, would undoubt-
edly be the object of much merriment at the next
neighborhood gathering.

But, as Marie reminded me when she came home
a little later to make supper- “Turnabout is indeed
fair play!”

We spent the rest of the evening switching out
bulbs from blue, back to white.

The next day was just a few days til Christmas. It
had snowed close to a foot the night before, and
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making my way through the snow was a real chore.
Nothing had as yet been shoveled or plowed, and
driving was even more problematic than walking- it
would be a long day.

As I made my way to the back door of Mrs.
Jordan’s stately house along Pearl street, the snow
was almost up to my waist. I knocked on the back
door, and it quickly opened.

“Hello Jess!” said a woman in her mid-sixties.
She had on a flowered apron, and was baking cook-
ies. This was Mrs. Jordan’s daughter, Flora. “You
must be frozen- have a cookie!”

And so, I sat gratefully, and munched on a fresh
baked oatmeal cookie while she poured me a cup of
coffee. After a bit, in tottered old Mrs. Jordan.

“Guess how old I am, Jess!” she said happily. And
without waiting for a reply this time, she answered
for me- “I’m 102!”

Right at that moment came a loud pounding at
the same back door through which I had come! And
immediately after, in came old Vince Rigaro the
Egg Man!

“Eggs for you, Mrs. J, and eggs for your daughter,
Flora May!” he sang as he entered.

“Oh- hello Jess! You got your eggs yesterday, so
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I’ve got nothing for you today!” he boomed out with
an infectious grin of pure happiness.

Mrs. Jordan went up and hugged him with
genuine affection, and then turned to go find her
purse. As she left the room, Flora gave Vince a
cookie, and he took a seat beside me at the kitchen
table.

As Flora poured him a cup of coffee, I looked at
Vince, his bluff red face full of good cheer, his full
white beard, and I thought he was almost like a real
life Santa, bringing eggs as presents all year round.

“Vince” I said. “Did you know that Mrs. Jordan is
102 years old??”

Flora looked around from the stove with a smile,
and Vince broke into boisterous guffaws.

“Is she up to that again? My Lord, she was a
classmate of mine at Kachuda high school, and both
of us graduated the same year- we are both 79!”

Flora turned her palms upwards with a smile, and
Vince just kept laughing.

That night, after work, I had come up with a plan.
It was well after dark when I got home, and I was
exhausted, but the prospect of a practical joke revi-
talized me. I walked down the road to Matt’s place,
and told him my plan.
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We both trudged up the hill back behind my house,
and then swerved over to the even higher part of the hill
that was the back of Loren’s property. I handed about
half of what I’d brought up in my coat pockets to Matt,
and we both got to work. We knew that Loren had yet
to come home that evening, but we had to work fast.

When we had slipped and slid our way back
down the hill, we shook hands gravely, and then,
shaking with laughter, we each went to our respec-
tive homes. I sat in the front window, peering out for
Loren’s large construction truck to come around the
bend on Cowbell lane.

I knew just how he’d feel, looking up and seeing
his giant wooden star, gleaming in blue lights!
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18

A SMALL TOWN POSTMASTER

About a 20 minute drive northwest of Cowbell lane
lay a beautiful little river town by name of Torberge.
Founded in the mid-1800’s, as was Kachuda, it had
never grown to more than about 400 souls.

Marie and I often would drive up, and even joined
a small church there right in town. The Methodist
church had less than 100 members total, and we
loved the intimacy of such a tiny congregation. The
pastor was a woman, and she was a wonderful
speaker, with sermons that we looked forward to
hearing all week long.

The first time that Marie and I walked into that
small brick church, we were entranced. It was the
original brick building that had been built by the
early French that settled this place in 1857. They had
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gradually added small additions to it over the years,
and even built a tall wooden steeple above the stan-
dard roof back in the 20’s. It was completely paid for,
no debt for this church, and so all of the money that
was donated each week could go completely for good
works, and the small salary of our wonderful part-
time preacher, with only one service per week.

I have never been welcomed as completely into
any group of people that were not family! We were
considered odd indeed, since we drove so “far” to go
to church, but it actually took no more time traveling
there than it did into downtown Kachuda. We never
had to stop at a stoplight or stop sign the whole
drive, which was all along an unusually flat part of
the otherwise bluff and hill filled driftless area of
Wisconsin. The smooth black-top led us straight to
Torberge through woods and backwater marsh land,
and right onto Main street.

A single right hand turn, and there was the
Torberge Methodist church, just down the block
from the post office.

I don’t know why it is, but if you are a church
goer you know that this is true: wherever you first sit
in a church, that is where you always sit. It is just a
phenomenon of human nature, I guess. We sat
towards the back of that small church, in a long pew
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second from the very last row. And behind us sat an
old couple, probably around their early 70’s I
thought.

The woman, whose name was Clara, tapped
Marie on the back when we first sat down, beamed
at her with a huge smile, and said “Welcome!” We
both turned, and her husband offered me his hand to
shake.

“Peace be with you,” he said to us both, which is
a standard beginning in many Methodist churches.
He and his wife had such a genuine friendliness that
we took to them right away.

After the service that first morning, we went into
the back community room for coffee, cake, home
baked cookies, and deer sausage with cheese. I knew
I had found the church for me! We sat at a long
table, and the elderly couple joined us, beaming at us
as they did so. Others came over to welcome us, and
we had a wonderful hour or so, just visiting.

Finally, the elderly man, whose name turned out
to be Jonas Melvin stood slowly, pushing himself up
from the table with his palms. He was rather thin
and frail, but uncomplaining. Clara stood as well,
much more energetically; she seemed positively radi-
ating with energy for her age.

“We must go now,” she said apologetically, “but
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it was so nice talking with you young folks! We’ll see
you both next week, but right now Jonas has to go to
the post office. He is postmaster here in Torberge,
and I’m afraid,” she said smilingly, but rolling her
eyes a bit, “he always goes to check the packages
that have come in last night on the train- he delivers
each one that comes in on Sundays, so the people
don’t have to wait for Monday!” And with that, they
left out the side door, and Marie and I watched open-
mouthed as they walked slowly away, down the
street towards the post office.

None of us had even discussed what we did for a
living, although it seemed we had talked about every
subject under the sun! Well, it looks like we had
more in common that either of us had even guessed.

Pastor Birgitta, a woman in her mid-50’s with
steel grey hair, came and sat down where they had
been. She had such a sweet, yet carrying voice that
served her well in her sermons, and also a marvelous
singing voice that had startled me as she sang with
the small choir. She looked over through the window
where you could still see the retreating forms of
Jonas and Clara, him a little bent over and slow, her
quick and lively, only her snow white hair belying
her age.

“He delivers like this on Sundays, and on holi-
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days too,” she said, staring with us at the walking
couple. “He won’t go home until he has personally
carried each package to where it belongs- he does
this all on his own, he isn’t required to do it on his
own time.” Her eyes softened with fondness. “He
has to be the highest regarded man in town!” she
said.
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19

THEY DON'T CARE!

Very well indeed did we both come to know and love
the Melvins. Of course we all had a good laugh the
very next week in our pews before service, since we
had never even mentioned our work, and it seemed
so strange that we both worked for the post office
and had not even known it.

Over the years, we got to see this elderly, child-
less couple often. When Auggie was born, it was
almost as if she was their own child, the way they
doted on her. The pies and cookies that Clara made
expressly for our little girl were a wonderful expres-
sion of friendship, but there were so many of them
that after awhile I would just bring most of the treats
into the Kachuda post office to share. A small girl
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(and her parents!), can only eat so much- mailmen
can seemingly eat endlessly.

For many years, a friend of Jonas, named Ben
Potter, had continually chided him on his selfless
working on his days off for the people of Torberge.

“I’m tellin’ you, Jonas- these people don’t appre-
ciate that you come out and deliver their packages on
Sundays and holidays. They don’t care, really- they
just take you for granted!” Ben ran the hardware store
in town, and while not a bad man by any means, he
had learned through business that you had to be hard-
nosed. “Jonas- don’t never give something for nothing,
that’s what I say- folks will take you for everything you
got, and they don’t care one lick- not one lick.”

Ben also went to the Torberge Methodist church,
and was actually an elder in the running of church
affairs. Very straight-laced was Ben, methodical and
by the book in all of his dealings, both with God, and
in his business life. He paid exactly what he owed,
and not a cent more, and thought that everyone
should do the same, thank you very much.

Jonas would deliver his packages on every day off,
and even letters when he thought they looked impor-
tant. Like when old Winnie and Lester Baedeker got
a letter from the U.S. army- Jonas knew their boy
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was in the service. Well, he brought that letter right
on over to them- on Christmas day! Luckily, it only
stated that their young Samuel was coming home on
a leave of absence, and nothing more serious or less
joyful.

“Well, Jonas, that was a neighborly thing to do,”
said old Ben, “but don’t think they’ll ever
remember or appreciate it. I know people, both in
church and outside of it, and they only think of
themselves, every one. They are just taking advan-
tage of you.”

Ben really did just want to look out for his old
friend- they had known each other since grade
school, although not particularly close. Ben had
always looked askance at how Jonas acted; how he
gave out a nickel to every grade schooler who came
into his post office to mail a letter or to buy stamps.
“A nickel!” he would say when describing it. “Jonas
must think that money grows on trees!” And he
would shake his head despairingly, as if at a child
with no knowledge of the value of money.

Over his life, Ben Potter had witnessed Jonas
taking his dog with him daily down to the railroad
tracks to pick up the mail sacks. ‘How impractical,”
he thought. ‘It must take him twice as long to gather
the dog, and then spend all that time walking
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around, and throwing sticks down by the tracks
before finally coming back to the post office.’

The dog would stay right at the office with Jonas,
sitting under his desk as he bustled about the
counter selling stamps, or sorting mail into the post
office boxes for the folks to come in and get their
mail. Children, clutching their nickel, would often
ask to see old Jake, the dog, and Jonas would open
the little half door by the counter and let them come
in back to pet the dog.

Ben, when he walked past the post office plate
glass front window, often paused to look in at such
scenes, and would shake his head in irritation. “How
can he even work, with all of those needless inter-
ruptions?” he would ask anyone else who happened
to be nearby on Main Street. And then he’d walk off,
again shaking his head in disapproval.

After many years, it finally came time for Jonas to
retire. He had no desire to go, but in those days the
Post Office Department, (as it was called back then),
had a mandatory retirement age. Old Jonas resigned
himself to retirement, and planned to live out his
days in the old frame house he had lived in his whole
married life with Clara.

On his last day at the Torberge Post Office, Jonas
locked the door for the last time. It was Saturday
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evening, and he planned to show up on Monday to
let the new postmaster in, and give her the keys. She
had been his clerk for quite a few years, and he had
recommended Shirley as well suited for the job.
Shirley was as young as he had been when he had
first taken the job, all those many years ago.

As he walked the sidewalks homeward, old Jonas
reflected on his long career. He passed the small
grocery where he had had his first job after his war
time service. It was there that the congressman
representing Torberge county, Anders Olson, had
asked him if he would like to be the postmaster!

Jonas had been sweeping the front wooden
boardwalk of the store, his lean young body energeti-
cally working at his new job. He had recently
married Clara after coming home from overseas, and
was working at the grocery until he could find some-
thing better.

A big, new sedan pulled up in front of the
grocery, and a tall, impressive man in a dark suit got
out. He smiled over at young Jonas. “Jonas!” he said
enthusiastically.

“Well, hello Anders!” replied Jonas with a smile
that matched that of the senator, for that is indeed
who he was. The two had gone to high school, and
before that grade school in Torberge, just as had Ben
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Potter. In fact, the young Ben was watching the
meeting from across the street, as he swept the
boardwalk in front of his father’s hardware store.

“Jonas, we need a new postmaster in Torberge.
Old Alf wants to retire, and we need someone who
can step into his shoes- he always was an asset to
the town, and completely reliable- I think you would
be the same kind of man. I’ve known you my whole
life, and I know your character, and I said to myself
that if you want it, you are the man for the job!”

The young Jonas didn’t even need to think it over.
“Suits me!” he said. And the two shook hands,
grinning.

Across the street, the youthful Ben Potter leaned
on his broom handle, and shook his head. ‘Jonas was
always lucky,’ he thought.

Ben passed the train station where he had gotten
the mail bags along with old Jake for those many
years. He remembered throwing sticks for the dog,
and how happily that young Jake had run through
the grass.

All the little kids, coming in so happy to be
helping their parents by mailing a letter, their plea-
sure at receiving it was worth far more to him than
the cost of that little nickel. The smiles of the towns-
people when he showed up on a Sunday or a holiday,
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that had been the only reward he had needed. He
always only wanted to be of service, to do what was
right by the people of his town, the tiny town of
Torberge in which he had spent his whole life.

And now, he was being put out to pasture!
Perhaps Ben Potter, old naysayer Ben, the one who
had told him over and over throughout his life that
‘people don’t really care. They’re just using you,
Jonas!’, had been right all along. He suddenly felt
sad. Had he wasted his life?

When he arrived at his house, a late model black
luxury sedan with government plates was parked in
front. Jonas went up to his front door feeling odd,
not knowing what was going on. He almost felt as
though he should knock on his own door, but was
spared that when the door swept open, and there
stood Senator Anders Olson. “Well come on in, old
friend!” he said, and putting his arm around Jonas’
shoulders, swept him into his own living room.

Inside, there sat his wife Clara, dressed up as if to
attend a ball, and across from her was Elin Olson,
wife of the Senator. All the lights in the house were
on, and the white, long, straight back-swept hair of
the senator gleamed in the brightness. He stood very
tall and straight, and although smiling widely, his
voice was suddenly very serious. “Tonight, the entire
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town has planned a celebration of your life, and of
your service to the community. I may be in trouble,
since I am supposed to be meeting in Congress this
very day, and tomorrow too, but I think not- I told
the president himself that I would not miss this for
the world! I told him of you, and of your character as
long as I’ve known you, and of your service to all of
us, and he said ‘Go then, with my blessing!’.”

Clara rushed up to him, hugging him quickly, and
then ushered him over to the stairs. “We won’t be
long- we’ve got to freshen him up a bit, and dress
him appropriately- oh, this will be grand!” she said.

They ascended the stairs, Jonas turning but once
to see the tall white-haired senator standing in his
living room, smiling up at him as his wife, standing
now by his side, also looked up with a huge smile.
The smiles- they almost looked like- smiles of
gratitude!

“Clara- what??” he asked.
“Hush, Jonas, we are just going to a party. So,

let’s get you ready!” And she smiled in the same way
as the others.

Before he really knew what was happening, Jonas
was being whisked along in the fancy car, driven by
Senator Alf Olson. He and the senator sat in front,
and Clara and Elin chattered away happily in the
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back seat. Alf just looked around amiably as he
drove, often beaming a smile at his old friend Jonas,
who seemed bewildered.

Soon, they pulled up in front of the high school,
and they all got out. The parking lot was full to over-
flowing, but there was a reserved space right near
the front door with a sign saying FOR JONAS!
marking it.

Jonas didn’t know what to think!
Inside the auditorium were hundreds of people;

so many in fact, that it exceeded the population of
the whole town of Torberge, indeed more than that
of the entire county! As the four entered, a wave of
cheers and applause erupted, and the whole crowd
stood up.

Old Jonas was astounded, and Clara burst into
happy tears. Alf laughed aloud, so delighted was he
with the turnout, and the whole audience remained
clapping as the senator ushered his old friend up on
the stage, where he helped Jonas and Clara into their
two reserved chairs in the center. The senator then
went up to a large microphone, and waved the
cheering crowd into silence.

“We are here this evening to honor a special man,
our retiring postmaster, Jonas Melvin! My good
friend, and the good friend of all of you— ” here the
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crowd applauded again, “and this is our big chance
to express our gratitude for his lifetime of service to
each and every one of us.” And the crowd erupted
into cheers, applause and shouts.

There were tributes and gifts for Jonas, including
a large color television (the Melvins had never
owned a television at all!), along with a large
antenna for their roof. All had been gotten through a
good will donation from the town, and there was
even $500 remaining that they gave them as well!

A game show type of event had been planned,
called This is Your Life, in which various people from
Jonas’ life talked to him from behind a screen, and he
was asked to identify them. Each ‘contestant’ recol-
lected an old encounter with the retiring postmaster,
and he was asked to say who they were. It went on
for hours, and many were the tears shed, and much
was the laughter before it was winding up.

Jonas had guessed every single person who spoke
rightly, and some were from people he had not seen
in decades- many folks had traveled from far away in
the United States just for this chance to honor a
good and decent man.

Finally, Senator Olson stood again at the micro-
phone, and a woman ran up to him, whispering in
his ear.
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“Well, I thought that was all, but it appears we
have one more who wishes to speak to Jonas on this
day. So, to this last person, I say go right ahead!” He
looked towards the screen, as did everyone else.

“I think you’ll know my voice easily,” said the
speaker. “You’ve heard it often enough over our
lives! And all I really want to say is this: I was wrong!
People do care!” With that said, old Ben Potter
emerged from behind the screen, and went over to
his old friend, and they embraced.
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20

EUDORA, DOUG, AND MISS MILLIE

Frank and Eudora Dolle were probably the wealth-
iest couple in Kachuda. When I delivered to their
houses, I delivered more packages in one week to
Eudora’s mansion than I did to most families in a
year- maybe two years! And when I say houses, I
mean houses, for Eudora had the largest house on
Eagle Bluff island, and the most grand as well. It
stood on an elevation along the shore of the Lake of
Three Rivers, and next to this modern estate with
turrets and statues and yards and yards of gleaming
glass, stood another estate house, only slightly
smaller. This was her husband Frank’s house!

It took me awhile, when I was only occasionally
assigned to carry the mail on Eagle Bluff island, to
figure out that both of those houses shared one mail-
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box- and also that ALL of the packages were to be
placed on Eudora’s porch. Her porch was very large,
and it was not unusual to drive up the driveway and
unload about one half of my truckload of packages
there, and then see the UPS and Fedex trucks go by
later, each leaving about as much as I did. Just to
open all of those packages must have taken hours!

Often, I would see Eudora walking her 4 tiny
dogs on multiple leashes, and she would always
wave gaily. She was a friendly soul, middle aged, and
always kept those little dogs tightly leashed, for it
was not uncommon for small dogs, cats, and other
small animals to be swept away into the sky in the
talons of the many eagles that lived along the Black
River and the Lake of the Three Rivers as well. I
learned later that Eudora’s mansion was made up of
dozens on rooms, and each room had a theme, and
the thing I learned over the years is that the job will
never be completed- there is always more to buy! I
carried mail in Kachuda for thirty eight years before
retiring, finishing up on the Island route of Eagle
Bluff, and if anything the loads of packages only
increased over the years.

Frank was quite a bit older that Eudora, and it
was a second marriage for them both. Frank had sold
his company when he retired, and was a millionaire
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many times over. He got more business and invest-
ment magazines and papers than I ever knew
existed, and aside from walking the length of the
island every day with his accountant, I think he
mainly stayed in his very minimalist, spartan house-
hold, reading.

One day, I had stopped at the little park across
from the Dolles’ two houses to eat my lunch. Almost
every day Marie would pack me a healthy lunch, and
I would park on the edge of the lake in a little park
and boat loading ramp when on the Island, or at one
of the little parks that dotted every neighborhood in
Kachada. Usually, I was across from the Dolles’
eating, and watching for eagles, ducks, and other
water birds that swarmed up the big flyway of the
three rivers that come together in Kachada. But
today, my attention was drawn away from the river:
there was some kind of argument going on in front
of Eudora’s place.

An old, beat up van had pulled up the drive, and
a heavy, bearded man in overalls was gesturing to
Eudora. Finally, I saw her go into her house, and
come out with her purse. She took something out of
it, and handed it to the man. He took it with a
tattooed arm, and abruptly turning, jumped in his
van and sped away. Slumping, something I had never
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known to be in her repertoire of body language, she
went back inside…

About a week later, I was on the Island route
again, when I saw Helen, an older lady who watched
over the whole Eagle Bluff island. A widow, she took
it upon herself to know every bit of news on the
island, who was doing what, and every bit of gossip
there was. She also was the Dolles’ go-to source for
dog walker, mail retriever, and general all around
helper.

“Helen- I hate to ask you, but I don’t know where
else to turn. I’ll gladly pay you, but Frank and I have
to leave town for a couple of weeks to go to our place
in Arizona.” Eudora had said to Helen, as Helen then
told me. Helen rolled her eyes, and tightened her
tired old mouth into a wry smile.

“Well that’s a good deal, Helen- get you a bit of
extra spending money.” I replied, but she broke
me off.

“But that’s the thing, Jess” she said. “She never
pays me anything!”

The next day, I was delivering mail down in a
charming area of my picturesque little river town,
where the houses are perhaps 60 to 100 years old,
and there are even some classic “Lumber Baron”
castles dating back 150 years or so. These are built of
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stone mined long ago on the great bluffs that
completely surround the city, except where it is
bordered by the river.

Halfway down a tree lined street stood the
modest but comfortable house of the Haugen’s.
They had a little dog named Gilly, who cheerfully
barked crazily at me each time I came up the steps
with the mail, from a little window upstairs that
was just a bit bigger that he was. If I stood on the
porch, he never stopped barking, leaping again and
again into the air behind the glass, and even
turning upside down in his excitement. But if
either of the children, or Mister or Mrs. Haugen
opened the door and let him out, he would calmly
walk out to me, look up, and I swear he smiled
at me!

The Haugen dad was the son of a retired mail-
man, Abel Haugen, who retired perhaps a year after I
started in Kachuda. He was genuinely one of the
most gentle, likable human beings I have ever had
the pleasure to know, and his son, his wife and chil-
dren were all of a cloth. Just very nice, friendly
people, exactly like Abel.

I’d often see Abel at his son’s house; shoveling
snow in winter, mowing in summer- just doing
whatever needed to be done. I asked him about it,
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knowing as I did that he had a house of his own, and
was getting on in years.

“Jess, I just have time now, and I know they
don’t”.

Abel had lost his wife, Betsy, shortly after he
retired, and since then had really made an effort to
stay busy, mainly by helping. But he got his recom-
pense in his grand daughters! Two cute little girls,
they ran to him squealing whenever they got home
from school, and he’d play with them in the yard for
hours, throwing balls, and even helping them play
with their dolls- once I saw him playing a game with
them out on the backyard picnic table. They would
take turns spinning a wheel, and then whatever piece
of plastic jewelry the pointer indicated, that player
would get to wear it- on one occasion, I saw old
Abel, gray haired and smiling, wearing two earrings,
a plastic necklace and just beginning to spin the
wheel again.

Abel’s son, Andy, was really a chip off the old
block, he looked exactly like his dad, except young
enough to be his grandson. Abel was a father very
late in life, and shortly afterwards lost his wife to
cancer. He raised his son alone, and both Andy and
his wife Ellen, along with their girls, loved their time
together. Sometimes, Andy would walk over to see
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his dad after work, and Abel would pick up a six
pack of locally brewed beer. “Eagle” was the local
beer of choice made in Kachuda, and the two would
walk back to Matt’s place to have a couple of frothy,
dark lagers while Ellen prepared dinner, and the girls
giggled amidst their dolls. I know for a fact how it
was, because a few times they asked over Marie and
myself, and we’d play board games, chat, and just
relax with a few Eagles- I believe the word for their
home life is convivial, if perhaps Charles Dickens
were describing it instead of a modern postman from
the 1960’s.

I was back on the Eagle Bluff Island mail route,
the eagles careening overhead, and was again eating
my lunch near the boat landing across from the
Dolles’. Again I saw the same van I had seen before,
and the same bearded man was walking away from
the front door, stuffing what looked like dollar bills
in his front pocket. Eudora was looking out the open
door, and the look on her face was tragic. So sad,
angry looking, and yet confused, all at once.

I put aside my lunch, and drove up early with her
mail, endless parcels and all as the van sped away. As
my mail truck drove up her long drive, the van was
leaving the other way on the drive, and I briefly saw
the man driving. Although I waved, as I customarily
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did to everyone on the Island, he just drove on,
ignoring me. He was smoking a cigarette, and just
looked… exceedingly bored, from what I could tell.

I got to the front door, and rang the bell. Shortly,
Eudora came to the door, and she put on a big smile.

“Oh, Jess! I wish you’d gotten here just a minute
earlier- I was having the most lovely time with my
son. I wish you could have met him!”

Doug Morgan had to be the most popular man in
Kachuda! He lived in a classic four square house, in
the heart of Kachudas vintage residential section. He
had a big front porch, and was often sitting on it,
smiling at me as I came up with his mail. This was
after I had gotten Bert’s old route 6, which I had
wanted for years, and when he retired I bid on it. I
was the high bidder, which amazed me, since this
was such a wonderful area to carry mail in. I think
the reason I won the bid was because it was a quite
long walk, and got a LOT of mail! And Doug
Morgan’s wife, Betty, was one of the reasons why.

“Jess!” Doug would say, “How goes it today my
friend?”

And he would beam at me, and shake my hand.
Oftentimes, he would have a $5 bill secreted in his
palm, and he’d wink at me, making sure that I
palmed the bill!
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“Thanks, Mr…”
“Doug, Jess- Doug! And don’t say a word, I enjoy

giving things!”
And so would go another encounter at the

Morgan household. When he said he liked to give
things to people, it was an understatement- he posi-
tively thrived on it!

Doug was the president of a small local bank, and
made very good money. He must have, since he had
his wife, and five sons to raise, every one of which he
sent to Notre Dame College! Doug had been a pilot
in World War 2, and the notion of flying had really
caught on with him-he and his wife Betty loved to
travel, and would take off for a couple of vacations
every year to exotic places, at least exotic to me, who
hardly ever traveled, and never really enjoyed it,
since I had found the place on this earth where I
loved to live, and had relocated there. I never wanted
to leave!

But Doug and Betty would wing off to China, or
Switzerland, or South America, with an insatiable
appetite for new destinations! Their boys, back in
those days when only two were off to Notre Dame,
ranged in age from 5th grade up through a Junior at
Kachuda High School. They were perfectly capable of
taking care of themselves while their parents were
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traveling the world. They had an old Mustang coupe
that Doug had helped to restore with the oldest two
boys, and each one would take turns learning to
drive in it, and then pass it down to his younger
brother. The car was mechanically perfect, but had
some big dents in it, and a really bad paint job,
which they worked on gradually over the years.

Doug Jr, Ken, William, David, and the youngest,
Jonathan, were the most polite, clean cut, and
respectful kids and later young men that I have ever
run across. They all looked almost identical, their
differences were mainly just in their respective ages.

“Hello Mr. Thornton!” would be the greeting I
would get from each and every one of them, from
when they were little children to this day, when
Doug Junior is now the bank president! But that is
getting far ahead of myself- at this point Doug senior
is the president, and his children are all attending
school. His wife Betty was a smiling, home-based
sort of housewife, who favored flowered house
dresses, and baked all of her own bread and every-
thing else. She also ordered every single item her
household needed via mail order!

And so, I got to know the Morgan’s very well,
since I had a jeep load of parcels and catalogs to
deliver on a daily basis! We had a system- they had
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an old little milkman’s door opening into their
kitchen (most of the houses on route 6 did), and I
would slide all of the catalogs and letter mail
through this door, and follow with smaller packages.
Then, I would go back to my blue and white jeep
with the eagle on the side, and take out all the large
packages- these I would set by the back door on the
porch. I never used their ornate mailbox on the front
of the house- it was far too small. But it did look
nice, all brass and shiny up there on the porch!

Doug Morgan was a striking figure, favoring old
fashioned but very well tailored clothing in very
classic patterns and styles. He often wore suspenders
along with his suit, and often wore a hat atop his
striking, slicked back gray hair. He was really quite a
dandy, especially in a place like Kachuda, where jeans
and overalls were the common attire, along with a
feed cap and a nylon jacket with your employers
name written on the back, as in “Ernie’s Plumbing”.
Doug was often featured in the paper, his well-
known handsome profile atop a column where he
was interviewed about some local issue.

But on the weekends, he transformed into a char-
acter quite different! He would be wearing beat up
overalls, and a feed cap, and either be working on his
Mustang with his boys, his classic Ford truck from
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the 1940’s, or else on his house. He and his boys put
on the roof themselves when it was needed, and did
all the carpentry, painting, and any other work that
needed doing on an old home. And they appeared to
love it! They’d laugh, and talk, and work away
through the warmer months, doing hard physical
labor they could easily have afforded to hire done,
until Mother Betty came out with home baked
cookies and lemonade! I know they were home
baked, because often was the time on a Saturday
when I would come up with the mail, and one of
them would sing out:

“Jess- come over here and have some cookies and
lemonade!”

And so I would, and just witnessing the happy
community of this wholesome family was as
refreshing as the snack.

“Jess.” Doug Morgan said one day, walking
towards me from his big sedan. “ I have something
for you!”

Reaching into the pocket of his long overcoat, he
came out with a small bundle.

“I know you like a good cigar.” He said heartily,
smiling widely. “Have a few of these!” And he
handed me a bundle of nice cigars, all wrapped in
plastic, and with designer labels on each one. I
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enjoyed cigars, and still do, but I only bought the
cheap, unbranded ones without labels. These were
top quality!

“My gosh, uh thank you, but I can’t…”
His face turning stern, Doug gave me a look I

imagined he would give to a bank customer before
he was forced to foreclose on their house- then he
smiled, holding his finger up in front of his face.

“I like to give things, Jess- please, don’t say
anything more!”

And so it would go. I learned that all he really
desired was to hear me say thank you, and look
happy. He really had learned the joy of giving! And
he exercised it often. Over the years I cannot recall
all of the things he has given to me, but he did give
me a leather coat he said was too small for him that
fit me perfectly, lots of monetary gifts both large and
small, and gifts of food and pies galore!

Doug not only gave things to me, he gave them to
many, many people around Kachuda. And his
favorite thing appeared to be his pie deliveries! His
wife Betty loved to bake, and she would bake pies in
mass amounts several times per year. And then she
and Doug, and perhaps one or two of their boys,
would be off delivering pies! It would always be
quite an assortment, with pumpkin, pecan, banana
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cream, apple and cherry among them. He knew
which friends were partial to certain pies, and he
would always remember to bring along their
favorite! You can see why Doug Morgan was prob-
ably the most popular man in Kachuda.

Just a few blocks away lived Miss Millie, an
elderly woman who lived in a good sized house all by
herself. She had grown up in that house, and lived
there along with her mother until that lady had
passed away. Every day on that route, perhaps an
hour after delivering to the happy Morgan household
with all the hustle and bustle that a family of five
boys and a very busy mother and father can bring, I
would come to Miss Millie’s door.

She would always be waiting at the entrance,
since she could see me first go up the “even”
numbered houses on the west side of the block, and
knew about how long it would take me to come back
down the “odd” side of the block to her door. Usually
she had at least one outgoing letter in her hand, but
mainly she just wanted to talk- I was the only one
she saw, most days.

“Jess.” she would say “Do you see where that
neighbor of mine stopped mowing?”

She was referring to her neighbor, Mr. Minor, a
rather cantankerous man who lived along with his
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likewise quarrelsome wife right next door. He had a
corner lot, and a somewhat larger lot to mow, and a
longer sidewalk to snow blow in the winter. Miss
Millie’s lot was tiny, but she was a sweet little
elderly woman, all alone, and for her to mow was a
real effort! Mr. Minor had mowed exactly to the
edge of her lawn, and not a fraction beyond. He
had a riding mower, and to mow her whole lot
would have taken him maybe 3 or 4 minutes, total.
And in the winter, it was the same thing- he would
run his snowblower right up to the edge of her
section of the sidewalk, and then stop! To do her
section of walk would take perhaps 1 minute or
less.

The worst part was that the Minor’s complained
constantly about poor Miss Millie’s unmoved lawn,
and un-shoveled sidewalk. Many was the time that I
shoveled her little walk and front porch steps when I
was there, always looking over my shoulder for some
supervisor to come driving up to reprimand me for
“wasting time”. I always subtracted the time from
my lunch- I had to, in order to make it back in time.
Even back then, the Postal Service was poorly
managed… but, since they had so few managers in
those days, it hardly mattered. Nowadays, the level
of overbearing, parasitical management personnel is
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so top-heavy that it’s a wonder the USPS functions
at all!

I believe I once mentioned this situation of Miss
Millie’s to the Morgan’s, over cookies and lemonade,
or maybe when they delivered a pie to my door
(Now that was a reversal of roles!), but whatever the
cause, I started to notice Miss Millie’s lawn being
perfectly mowed at all times. I questioned her about
it, and she smiled, and said that there were really
good people in this world, and some nice boys had
been coming over on their little riding mower from
somewhere over a few streets and mowing her yard!
She didn’t know their names, but she was thankful
as can be, saying that they would not accept money
for the mowing, and promised to come back in the
winter to clear her sidewalk and steps!

“That’s wonderful, Miss Millie!” I said. “I’m so
happy for you!”

Just then, I heard the sound of a small engine
coming around the corner from Cameron St., and
turning up onto Miss Millie’s street… it was David,
one of the Morgan boys! He smiled, and waved as he
drove towards us. And nestled in the crook of one
arm as he steered with the other, was a pie.

As I waved goodbye to them both shortly after-
wards, I took the few steps to deliver the mail to the
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Minor’s mailbox. Both of them were looking out of
their side window, over to Miss Millie’s, as she took
the pie from David gratefully. The Minor’s did not
look happy.

David got back onto his riding mower, and began
mowing the small yard. He stopped exactly at the
property line, and backed up to make another pass,
again stopping deliberately at the very edge of her
property. I looked back as I crossed Cameron street
on the way back to my jeep-

Miss Millie was smiling broadly, holding her pie
and waving to me. She looked very happy!
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21

A SMALL TOWN POSTMASTER

About a 20 minute drive northwest of Cowbell lane
lay a beautiful little river town by name of Torberge.
Founded in the mid-1800’s, as was Kachuda, it had
never grown to more than about 400 souls.

Marie and I often would drive up, and even joined
a small church there right in town. The Methodist
church had less than 100 members total, and we
loved the intimacy of such a tiny congregation. The
pastor was a woman, and she was a wonderful
speaker, with sermons that we looked forward to
hearing all week long.

The first time that Marie and I walked into that
small brick church, we were entranced. It was the
original brick building that had been built by the
early French that settled this place in 1857. They had
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gradually added small additions to it over the years,
and even built a tall wooden steeple above the stan-
dard roof back in the 20’s. It was completely paid for,
no debt for this church, and so all of the money that
was donated each week could go completely for good
works, and the small salary of our wonderful part-
time preacher, with only one service per week.

I have never been welcomed as completely into
any group of people that were not family! We were
considered odd indeed, since we drove so “far” to go
to church, but it actually took no more time traveling
there than it did into downtown Kachuda. We never
had to stop at a stoplight or stop sign the whole
drive, which was all along an unusually flat part of
the otherwise bluff and hill filled driftless area of
Wisconsin. The smooth black-top led us straight to
Torberge through woods and backwater marsh land,
and right onto Main street.

A single right hand turn, and there was the
Torberge Methodist church, just down the block
from the post office.

I don’t know why it is, but if you are a church
goer you know that this is true: wherever you first sit
in a church, that is where you always sit. It is just a
phenomenon of human nature, I guess. We sat
towards the back of that small church, in a long pew
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second from the very last row. And behind us sat an
old couple, probably around their early 70’s I
thought.

The woman, whose name was Clara, tapped
Marie on the back when we first sat down, beamed
at her with a huge smile, and said “Welcome!” We
both turned, and her husband offered me his hand to
shake.

“Peace be with you,” he said to us both, which is
a standard beginning in many Methodist churches.
He and his wife had such a genuine friendliness that
we took to them right away.

After the service that first morning, we went into
the back community room for coffee, cake, home
baked cookies, and deer sausage with cheese. I knew
I had found the church for me! We sat at a long
table, and the elderly couple joined us, beaming at us
as they did so. Others came over to welcome us, and
we had a wonderful hour or so, just visiting.

Finally, the elderly man, whose name turned out
to be Jonas Melvin stood slowly, pushing himself up
from the table with his palms. He was rather thin
and frail, but uncomplaining. Clara stood as well,
much more energetically; she seemed positively radi-
ating with energy for her age.

“We must go now,” she said apologetically, “but
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it was so nice talking with you young folks! We’ll see
you both next week, but right now Jonas has to go to
the post office. He is postmaster here in Torberge,
and I’m afraid,” she said smilingly, but rolling her
eyes a bit, “he always goes to check the packages
that have come in last night on the train- he delivers
each one that comes in on Sundays, so the people
don’t have to wait for Monday!” And with that, they
left out the side door, and Marie and I watched open-
mouthed as they walked slowly away, down the
street towards the post office.

None of us had even discussed what we did for a
living, although it seemed we had talked about every
subject under the sun! Well, it looks like we had
more in common that either of us had even guessed.

Pastor Birgitta, a woman in her mid-50’s with
steel grey hair, came and sat down where they had
been. She had such a sweet, yet carrying voice that
served her well in her sermons, and also a marvelous
singing voice that had startled me as she sang with
the small choir. She looked over through the window
where you could still see the retreating forms of
Jonas and Clara, him a little bent over and slow, her
quick and lively, only her snow white hair belying
her age.

“He delivers like this on Sundays, and on holi-
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days too,” she said, staring with us at the walking
couple. “He won’t go home until he has personally
carried each package to where it belongs- he does
this all on his own, he isn’t required to do it on his
own time.” Her eyes softened with fondness. “He
has to be the highest regarded man in town!” she
said.
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22

THEY DON'T CARE!

Very well indeed did we both come to know and love
the Melvins. Of course we all had a good laugh the
very next week in our pews before service, since we
had never even mentioned our work, and it seemed
so strange that we both worked for the post office
and had not even known it.

Over the years, we got to see this elderly, child-
less couple often. When Auggie was born, it was
almost as if she was their own child, the way they
doted on her. The pies and cookies that Clara made
expressly for our little girl were a wonderful expres-
sion of friendship, but there were so many of them
that after awhile I would just bring most of the treats
into the Kachuda post office to share. A small girl
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(and her parents!), can only eat so much- mailmen
can seemingly eat endlessly.

For many years, a friend of Jonas, named Ben
Potter, had continually chided him on his selfless
working on his days off for the people of Torberge.

“I’m tellin’ you, Jonas- these people don’t appre-
ciate that you come out and deliver their packages on
Sundays and holidays. They don’t care, really- they
just take you for granted!” Ben ran the hardware
store in town, and while not a bad man by any
means, he had learned through business that you
had to be hard-nosed. “Jonas- don’t never give some-
thing for nothing, that’s what I say- folks will take
you for everything you got, and they don’t care one
lick- not one lick.”

Ben also went to the Torberge Methodist church,
and was actually an elder in the running of church
affairs. Very straight-laced was Ben, methodical and
by the book in all of his dealings, both with God, and
in his business life. He paid exactly what he owed,
and not a cent more, and thought that everyone
should do the same, thank you very much.

Jonas would deliver his packages on every day off,
and even letters when he thought they looked impor-
tant. Like when old Winnie and Lester Baedeker got
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a letter from the U.S. army- Jonas knew their boy
was in the service. Well, he brought that letter right
on over to them- on Christmas day! Luckily, it only
stated that their young Samuel was coming home on
a leave of absence, and nothing more serious or less
joyful.

“Well, Jonas, that was a neighborly thing to do,”
said old Ben, “but don’t think they’ll ever remember
or appreciate it. I know people, both in church and
outside of it, and they only think of themselves,
every one. They are just taking advantage of you.”

Ben really did just want to look out for his old
friend- they had known each other since grade
school, although not particularly close. Ben had
always looked askance at how Jonas acted; how he
gave out a nickel to every grade schooler who came
into his post office to mail a letter or to buy stamps.
“A nickel!” he would say when describing it. “Jonas
must think that money grows on trees!” And he
would shake his head despairingly, as if at a child
with no knowledge of the value of money.

Over his life, Ben Potter had witnessed Jonas
taking his dog with him daily down to the railroad
tracks to pick up the mail sacks. ‘How impractical,”
he thought. ‘It must take him twice as long to gather
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the dog, and then spend all that time walking
around, and throwing sticks down by the tracks
before finally coming back to the post office.’

The dog would stay right at the office with Jonas,
sitting under his desk as he bustled about the
counter selling stamps, or sorting mail into the post
office boxes for the folks to come in and get their
mail. Children, clutching their nickel, would often
ask to see old Jake, the dog, and Jonas would open
the little half door by the counter and let them come
in back to pet the dog.

Ben, when he walked past the post office plate
glass front window, often paused to look in at such
scenes, and would shake his head in irritation. “How
can he even work, with all of those needless inter-
ruptions?” he would ask anyone else who happened
to be nearby on Main Street. And then he’d walk off,
again shaking his head in disapproval.

After many years, it finally came time for Jonas to
retire. He had no desire to go, but in those days the
Post Office Department, (as it was called back then),
had a mandatory retirement age. Old Jonas resigned
himself to retirement, and planned to live out his
days in the old frame house he had lived in his whole
married life with Clara.
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On his last day at the Torberge Post Office, Jonas
locked the door for the last time. It was Saturday
evening, and he planned to show up on Monday to
let the new postmaster in, and give her the keys. She
had been his clerk for quite a few years, and he had
recommended Shirley as well suited for the job.
Shirley was as young as he had been when he had
first taken the job, all those many years ago.

As he walked the sidewalks homeward, old Jonas
reflected on his long career. He passed the small
grocery where he had had his first job after his war
time service. It was there that the congressman
representing Torberge county, Anders Olson, had
asked him if he would like to be the postmaster!

Jonas had been sweeping the front wooden
boardwalk of the store, his lean young body energeti-
cally working at his new job. He had recently
married Clara after coming home from overseas, and
was working at the grocery until he could find some-
thing better.

A big, new sedan pulled up in front of the
grocery, and a tall, impressive man in a dark suit got
out. He smiled over at young Jonas. “Jonas!” he said
enthusiastically.

“Well, hello Anders!” replied Jonas with a smile
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that matched that of the senator, for that is indeed
who he was. The two had gone to high school, and
before that grade school in Torberge, just as had Ben
Potter. In fact, the young Ben was watching the
meeting from across the street, as he swept the
boardwalk in front of his father’s hardware store.

“Jonas, we need a new postmaster in Torberge.
Old Alf wants to retire, and we need someone who
can step into his shoes- he always was an asset to
the town, and completely reliable- I think you would
be the same kind of man. I’ve known you my whole
life, and I know your character, and I said to myself
that if you want it, you are the man for the job!”

The young Jonas didn’t even need to think it over.
“Suits me!” he said. And the two shook hands,
grinning.

Across the street, the youthful Ben Potter leaned
on his broom handle, and shook his head. ‘Jonas was
always lucky,’ he thought.

After many years, it finally came time for Jonas to
retire. He had no desire to go, but in those days the
Post Office Department, (as it was called back then),
had a mandatory retirement age. Old Jonas resigned
himself to retirement, and planned to live out his
days in the old frame house he had lived in his whole
married life with Clara.
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On his last day at the Torberge Post Office, Jonas
locked the door for the last time. It was Saturday
evening, and he planned to show up on Monday to
let the new postmaster in, and give her the keys. She
had been his clerk for quite a few years, and he had
recommended Shirley as well suited for the job.
Shirley was as young as he had been when he had
first taken the job, all those many years ago.

As he walked the sidewalks homeward, old Jonas
reflected on his long career. He passed the small
grocery where he had had his first job after his war
time service. It was there that the congressman
representing Torberge county, Anders Olson, had
asked him if he would like to be the postmaster!

Jonas had been sweeping the front wooden
boardwalk of the store, his lean young body energeti-
cally working at his new job. He had recently
married Clara after coming home from overseas, and
was working at the grocery until he could find some-
thing better.

A big, new sedan pulled up in front of the
grocery, and a tall, impressive man in a dark suit got
out. He smiled over at young Jonas. “Jonas!” he said
enthusiastically.

“Well, hello Anders!” replied Jonas with a smile
that matched that of the senator, for that is indeed
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who he was. The two had gone to high school, and
before that grade school in Torberge, just as had Ben
Potter. In fact, the young Ben was watching the
meeting from across the street, as he swept the
boardwalk in front of his father’s hardware store.

“Jonas, we need a new postmaster in Torberge.
Old Alf wants to retire, and we need someone who
can step into his shoes- he always was an asset to
the town, and completely reliable- I think you would
be the same kind of man. I’ve known you my whole
life, and I know your character, and I said to myself
that if you want it, you are the man for the job!”

The young Jonas didn’t even need to think it over.
“Suits me!” he said. And the two shook hands,
grinning.

Across the street, the youthful Ben Potter leaned
on his broom handle, and shook his head. ‘Jonas was
always lucky,’ he thought.

Before he really knew what was happening, Jonas
was being whisked along in the fancy car, driven by
Senator Alf Olson. He and the senator sat in front,
and Clara and Elin chattered away happily in the
back seat. Alf just looked around amiably as he
drove, often beaming a smile at his old friend Jonas,
who seemed bewildered.

Soon, they pulled up in front of the high school,
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and they all got out. The parking lot was full to over-
flowing, but there was a reserved space right near
the front door with a sign saying FOR JONAS!
marking it.

Jonas didn’t know what to think!
Inside the auditorium were hundreds of people;

so many in fact, that it exceeded the population of
the whole town of Torberge, indeed more than that
of the entire county! As the four entered, a wave of
cheers and applause erupted, and the whole crowd
stood up.

Old Jonas was astounded, and Clara burst into
happy tears. Alf laughed aloud, so delighted was he
with the turnout, and the whole audience remained
clapping as the senator ushered his old friend up on
the stage, where he helped Jonas and Clara into their
two reserved chairs in the center. The senator then
went up to a large microphone, and waved the
cheering crowd into silence.

“We are here this evening to honor a special man,
our retiring postmaster, Jonas Melvin! My good
friend, and the good friend of all of you— ” here the
crowd applauded again, “and this is our big chance
to express our gratitude for his lifetime of service to
each and every one of us.” And the crowd erupted
into cheers, applause and shouts.
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There were tributes and gifts for Jonas, including
a large color television (the Melvins had never
owned a television at all!), along with a large
antenna for their roof. All had been gotten through a
good will donation from the town, and there was
even $500 remaining that they gave them as well!

A game show type of event had been planned,
called This is Your Life, in which various people from
Jonas’ life talked to him from behind a screen, and he
was asked to identify them. Each ‘contestant’ recol-
lected an old encounter with the retiring postmaster,
and he was asked to say who they were. It went on
for hours, and many were the tears shed, and much
was the laughter before it was winding up.

Jonas had guessed every single person who spoke
rightly, and some were from people he had not seen
in decades- many folks had traveled from far away in
the United States just for this chance to honor a
good and decent man.

Finally, Senator Olson stood again at the micro-
phone, and a woman ran up to him, whispering in
his ear.

“Well, I thought that was all, but it appears we
have one more who wishes to speak to Jonas on this
day. So, to this last person, I say go right ahead!” He
looked towards the screen, as did everyone else.
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“I think you’ll know my voice easily,” said the
speaker. “You’ve heard it often enough over our
lives! And all I really want to say is this: I was
wrong! People do care!” With that said, old Ben
Potter emerged from behind the screen, and went
over to his old friend, and they embraced.
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23

THE LIBRARY LADY

I was on my mounted route, which means it is all
driving instead of walking, enjoying a nice fall day.
The leaves on the bluffs were red and yellow, shining
in the golden Autumn sunlight. As I headed across
the bridge to Eagle Bluff island, I saw two eagles
skimming low over the water. This was an almost
daily occurrence out here, but one that I never tired
of. Especially when it was cold, the eagles loved to
perch on the ice, waiting for fish to come near the
surface- then they’d pounce!

It took me a good half hour just to drive to the
start of my route, and I always found this part of my
day, just driving along a scenic country road, to be
quite relaxing. No mail to deal with, at least for a
little while! I’d wind along the backwaters on the
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only little road that led to the island, looking at the
scenery and just reflecting. Everyone in Kachuda was
blessed to be there, but it takes a transplanted native
to really appreciate what kind of special place this is.

Early in my route, I delivered the mail to the
Eagle Bluff Island library. The library was run by a
woman named Gwendolyn Geir, an upbeat older
woman with a giant teased up poof of yellow hair,
and a personality to match.

“Hi Gwen!” I said, putting a big stack of mail and
flats on her counter. She always seemed to be
smiling.

“Thanks Jess! Oh, I have a few books for you.”
As she bustled away to get them, I thought about

how different this place was from a big city or
suburb. Here, each person was important, and the
scale of things was small enough that you got to
know quite a few of those people over time.

“Here you go. Linda noticed you were checking
out books on local history, and she thought you
might like these.”

Linda was another librarian that worked for
Gwen. Gwen was the Library Lady to everyone in
town, and had been the head librarian basically
forever.

I looked at the stack of books- on top was a hand-
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written note saying “Perhaps Jess the mailman would like
these?”

I did,very much, and Gwen started to check them
out for me. As she did, she started in to talking.

“How is Marie? And Auggie? I sure like that little
girl!(at the time Auggie was 17, and she worked part
time at the library in Wild Rose). In fact, she might
have been referring to Marie, since nearly everyone
was a young person in Gwen’s eyes.

“And we have a big party planned for next month,
and I want you all to come! It should be so much
fun, and I have invited so many people, I’ll call Marie
and talk to her, but be sure to plan on it, it will be on
the first Saturday of the month, and it will be in
honor of the whole Big River library system…)

Gwen’s parties were legendary! She would pay for
all of it with her husband Stan, and they were always
over the top. Her last party, which was given a
Hawaiian theme, was for New Year’s Eve, and she
had rented a hall, decorated it all elaborately, and
given everyone Hawaiian names. She had invited
almost everyone she knew, (and she knew almost
everyone), had roasted a pig, and finally done a brief
dance in a grass skirt with authentic musicians
playing native island music! She was probably about
65 at the time…
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She talked for quite some time, very animatedly
indeed, and I enjoyed it very much since she is so
entertaining. I knew I would have to shorten my half
hour lunch to make up the time. But it was worth it!

After she hit the 10 minute mark, I bid farewell,
picked up my new library books, and went out to my
jeep. Waiting there for me my was my supervisor,
Tiny Tim, looking at his watch and frowning.

“I have you timed for 10 minutes on that deliv-
ery- and what, were you looking around the library
as well?” He looked at the books in my arms, and
then up at me, kind of, but his eyes never really
contacted mine. He was rubbing his large belly
nervously.

I was irritated. “I know, Tim, that you are under
pressure now from our new postmaster, who is a
micromanager in the mold of the new postal service.
But I always make my “numbers”, I never work over-
time, and believe it or not- this type of personal
service we have traditionally provided is what our
customers, the American people, really want!”

Tim was looking down now, and nervously
fingering the clipboard he always held nowadays,
almost like a shield.

“You know, I have to give you a letter of warn-
ing… I don’t want to, but I really have to.”
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I smiled wryly at Tiny. He wasn’t a bad guy. Just
a guy who, like our new postmaster, could not actu-
ally do the job that I did, or that the clerks inside
did, and so had been promoted to get them out of
the way years ago. And now, these legions who had
risen in the ranks to create more and more of their
special kind of inept micromanaging bureaucrats,
were slowly strangling the local post offices nation-
wide with their own weight of inflated salaries, and
regulations that made it next to impossible to give
good service. I had gotten involved with the Letter
Carriers union for years to try and fight it, but it
was hopeless- even the union had become corrupt
and in collusion with self-interested postal
management.

Luckily, at this point I could retire at any time I
wanted. And Tiny knew it.

He handed me my “letter of warning”! I took it,
and put it in one of the books I was holding, and said
“Thanks for the bookmark, Tiny!”

He hated that nickname; I made a point of not
using it, ever, unless he did something really stupid.
Now I used it about two or three times per week,
where years before, when the Kachuda post office
was locally run and incredibly efficient and customer
friendly, I refused to use it, and even went so far as
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to remonstrate with my fellow carriers not to call
him that to his face. But times had changed, sadly.

He turned, and went back into his postal
provided, late model sedan vehicle. That was one
more irritation, since the postal delivery vehicles at
that point were over 30 years old, and quite unsafe.
But there were plenty of new vehicles provided to
supervisors for micromanagement purposes. Nowa-
days, our supervisor was required to drive around
and spy on his carriers 6 hours every day, wasting
gas, and just trying to catch them doing the smallest
thing wrong he could. And no matter what, the new
postmasters, who changed about every three
months, always yelled at him about how bad we all
were doing, and we needed to be faster. Accuracy or
customer satisfaction was never even part of the
equation, and no matter how fast we went, it was not
fast enough.

As he sped away, faster than he should have, I felt
bad for him. We were all victims now, even the quick
rotation of incompetent postmasters were victims;
they had to spend hours each day in “teleconfer-
ences” of postal bureaucrats, where the upper level
ones would harass, criticize, and actually yell and
swear at the local postmasters for not making us, the
employees, do “good enough” according to their own
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made-up “numbers”. And these “numbers” had
nothing to do with, say, weather, traffic, volume of
mail or parcels- actually, they had no grounding in
reality, and were similar to pie-in-the-sky children’s
dreams.

And the really silly part of it was that it was all
for nothing! They could do nothing to me, or my
fellow mailmen, except write little “tickets” called
“letters of warning” that meant nothing, nothing at
all. But, every few months, they would “fire” the
current postmaster, and promote him to be post-
master somewhere else at the same or a higher level,
which means more pay. It has turned into USPS
“musical chairs”, and is resulting in the gradual
dismantlement of our current postal system, the
gradual intentional slowing down of the mail, and
the actual selling off of our historic post offices to
enrich those bureaucrats currently running the
system, before they finally utterly destroy it. It’s all
very sad.

“But for now,” I thought “all is well on my watch
on Eagle Bluff Island, here in Kachuda!”

I just had to let it all run off my back, and just do
my job as best I could for my last years on the job,
however long I chose to let them run. I still enjoyed
each day, the people on the route who were now
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more like family, bringing them valuable parcels and
letters, and trying to be as friendly and accommo-
dating and efficient as I could be.

And then I thought, “Well, soon I’ll see Allie!”
and my spirits lifted.

As I headed up Big River road on the island, I
turned off onto Thorp street, where Allie lived. Sure
enough, she was waiting there for me, as she was
every day. She stood on the driveway, shining like
gold, just looking. I waited.

Then, I saw Jeff Sanborn come out the front door.
He looked at her, sternly. She didn’t move, but she
sure wanted to- she was quivering with desire.

Finally, he gestured with his hand, and said
“OK”! Allie leaped towards my truck, her four legs
pumping, until she reached the drivers side door on
the right. I petted her head, but that’s not what this
yellow lab wanted.

I reached over, and grabbed some dog treats that I
always kept there for her. She went wild with
delight, eating them one at a time, and then begging
for more.

Finally, Jeff came down to the mailbox, and I
handed him the mail.

“Thanks Jess.” and he’d hand me a cigar. This
part with the treats happened every day, but every so
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often Bill would return the favor with a treat for me!
Then we’d chat a bit, and off I’d go.

Eventually, we got a postmaster that confiscated
my dog treats from my truck, and forbade me
smoking cigars!

“Dog treats are safety hazards, the dog could bite
you! And cigar smoking is a danger to the mail- it
could easily catch fire!” she said, as she puffed away
on her ever present cigarette.

She was gone next month, supposedly retiring at
49 years of age. I started carrying my treats, both
cigars and doggie types, in my lunchbox. And I
enjoyed stopping at the library, every day, to see the
Library Lady for many years thereafter.
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